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Announcing!

Wllliams-Brazier Post, American
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in Legion, presents Adelyn Bushnell and
" Advert'ls'lnu rVea'beeed u?nn Hrculetlon and Marshall Bradford In Maud Fulton’s
very ~««‘W^pApER H1ST0RT
famous comedy, “The Brat” at Watte
The Rockland Gazette was established in hall, Thomaston, next Thursday and
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
„„ .
consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Friday nights, Sept. 25 and 26. Those
I'ree Press was established in 1855 end ln who enjoyed Miss Bushnell as Peg in
.891 ch inned its name to the Tribune. These 1
'
papers consoiideted March 17. 1897.
“Peg o’ My Heart" will be even more
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A New Country-wide Distribution Service of

FUEL OIL
by the

Geo. H. Thomas Fuel Co.
Telephone 370-11

CAMDEN

Telephone 370-1 1

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, September 20, 1930

N. B. The service is effective today, and this week
includes kitchen range oil only. Announcement will
be made in the immediate future of the furnace oil
service.
109-tf
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.. M delighted jit her performance in this
— play as “The Brat” is not only a bet,
....
ter play but it gives hei; an even

Time Is like money; the less iwe ••• I
have of It to spare, the further we
make It !go.- H. VV. |Shaw.

greater opportunity to display the
» qualities as an actress that have
♦ * — W made her the great favorite she is.
Mr. Bradford, who plays the part of
FASTER THAN OURS
Steve, played the same part with
. .
. , ,
'
Maud Fulton who wrote the play and
* d??pat?h'lom Rome' Ytaly, says starred in it for three years,
that the light cruiser Alberto Da The cast is unusually excellent and
Giussano, attained 40.7 miles an hour includes Mary Bunker, James Kent,
in a test, a figure claimed as the, Ralph Chesley, Charline Grindel,
world record for cruisers. Over a Florence Dean, Margaret Lakeman,
distance of ICO miles an average of Agnes Flanagan, William Jones and
39.3 miles an hour was made. The Myrtle Newhart. In order to accomshlp was designed to develop 95,000 modate the out of town patrons, the
horsepower and make 37 miles an \ checking will begin Monday evening
hour, but it actually shows 110,000 at 7 o’clock at McDonald's drug store
horsepower.
| in Thomaston. All seats are 50c.—ad.

$>

«•* ••• ••• *•<

The Williams-Brazier Post, 37, A. L., Presents

Our Officers

Adelyn Bushnell

This Bank is here for helpful financial service
—and we cordially invite you to come In and

m

get acquainted with our Officers.

North National Bank

Those hearty laughs that shook the
entertainment world when the merry
mad Marx Brothers first appeared on
the talking screen in “The Cocoanuts” will soon be heard again. For
word has just reached Rockland that
those lovable lunatics are again at
large, having completed work on
their second comedy, “Animal Crack
ers.” This latest nonsensical mirth
provoker wlll be presented at the
Strand Theatre starting Monday for
a three day run.
To those who saw “The Cocoanuts”
mere mention of the Marx Brothers
In "Animal Crackers” will no doubt
bring forth veritable tears of laugh
ter. For who can help but howl when
they recall the hilarious capers of
Groucho, Chico, Harpo and Zeppo,
Broadway's favorite comedians, who
are four times funnier than any four
men have a right to be .. . and live.
Lillian Roth, recently seen as the
lively comedienne of "Honey" has the
Ingenue lead in support of the Four
Marxes. Miss Roth introduces a new
love song entitled “Why Am I So Ro
mantic?’” And, by the way, Harpo also
presents this new song on the harp.
“Animal Crackers” was written by
George S. Kaufman and Morris Ryskind, two of America's foremost writ
ers of stage comedy. Kaufman will
be remembered as the author of “The
Cocoanuts.”—adv.
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4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

STRAND THEATRE

W

“The Brat

The booking of
the screen's
greatest
achievement

with

‘AU Quiet
on the
Western Front’

MARSHALL BRADFORD

E. Rich Remarque's
great novel to be
brought to you at an
early date

By Maud Fulton

Rockland, Maine

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SEPT. 25, 26
All Seats 50c

Checking Starts Monday, Sept. 22, at 7.00 P. M.

at McDonald's Drug Store, Thomaston

And retire young
1930

If you start on a systematic plan of saving
when you are young, and carry it through,

SEPTEMBER

you can retire young enough to enjoy the
freedom and contentment that your money
will buy. Hundreds have done it without

23, 24, 25
1930

depriving themselves of any of the neces
sities of life.

UNION, MAINE

1930

23, 24, 25

September 23rd—Preparation Day

fund next pay day.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

BANK

Service

Safety

FINANCIAL

North Knox Fair

SEPTEMBER

September 23, 24, 25, 1930

make the first deposit in your retirement

MEMBER OF THE

1930

Choose some

So can you.

safe bank like the,Rockland National and

A

Where Farm and City Join Hands!

INSTITUTIONS GROUP

Rockland Loan &
Building Association

PRESENTING 62nd ANNUAL EXHIBITION
Bigger and Better and Greater
LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL DISPLAYS
MACHINERY EXHIBITS
4-H CLUBS EXHIBITS
ART DEPARTMENT
HORSE RACING—SIX CLASSES
BEST HORSES IN MAINE
ROCKLAND CITY BAND
SPECIAL FREE VAUDEVILLE ACTS furnished by Wirth & Hamid, New York
BIG AUTO SHOW ON WAY TO GRAND STAND
PULLING—HORSES AND OXEN
BIG NIGHT SHOW, WEDNESDAY, 24th INCLUDING WONDERFUL FIRE
WORKS DISPLAY
EVERYTHING TO AMUSE AND ENTERTAIN IN THE MIDWAY
All Events On Standard Time
Races Called at 1.00 o’clock
Children Under 12 Years Admitted Free Daily When Accompanied By Parents
or Guardian
ADMISSION: Single Admission 50c.
Automobiles 25c
Grand Stand and Automobiles Free for Night Show
112-114

____________

age family to obtain the benefits of home own
ership. This natural and praiseworthy longing
to build or buy is one that can become a reality
through the cooperation of the Loan and Build
ing Association in enabling the individual to

finance this important venture. Call into our
office and determine our willingness and facili
ties to assist you to become your own landlord
on easy terms.

Interest is never more than 6%.

There are no bonus charges, and the only ex
pense of securing a Ioan is a small fee for mak

ing and recording papers.

The monthly pay

Financial Progress
can be achieved safely and sure
ly with the aid of a savings ac
count. The amount saved Is
not so important as systematic,
steady accumulation.
Money
grows rapidly when deposited
here regularly. Liberal interest
paid quickly increases the amount
you set aside, speeding your per
sonal financial progress.

ments in most cases are even less than rent.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Isn’t this worth looking into?

Rockland, Me.

Office 18 School Street
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine
S9Stf

A “GLAM” GOVERNOR

THE

VISIT

OF

PAUL

HARRIS

Bangor Daily News Editor
Has a Strong Word of De
fense For Gov. Gardiner

Founder of Rotary Tells Courier-Gazette Reporter of Its
Humble Beginning—In Love With Vinalhaven

There was once a very good re
“Rotary is all based on the Golden 1 of law in Chicago. How many men
mark, made by that astute politician
Rule.
The only thing It has tried to
his craft know what the sensation
Chauncey M. Depew, to wit: “In
. , . ,
j Is like to be engulfed in a great city,
J
politics everything that is super do is to improve the technique, and,
alone and practically friendless.
fluous is dangerous." Governor Gar put it into every day practice-not a Qut of seeming hardship there was
diner should have found it super mere aphorism but a change in the incubating in the mind of this young
fluous to have designated hls voting! graduate from the University of
intent in the special referendum on outlook on life.”
the so-called Smith Bill. Neither The speaker was Paul Harris, the Iowa an idea of an organization for
the result of his statement of pref- noted Chicago attorney, whom the men which would be of material weleence nor the exigencies of the af world today honors as the man who fare and representative of different
fair required his expression. Much
malicious reflection has followed It. conceived the idea of Rotary and who Professions and vocations,
It has been said erroneously that he has had the intense satisfaction of The outgrowth of that idea was
“Urged” people to vote for the meas witnessing its evaluation from a a meeting Feb. 23, 1905, of four men.
ure. He did not. He merely men gathering of four, desiring to one of whom was H. G. Shorey of
tioned that he would vote “Yes."—
strengthen friendly relations, Into an Caine. Plans were there laid for an
Lewiston Journal.
organization such as Mr. Harris had
Oh, certainly!
Gov. Gardiner organization of international charac- '
might have preserved a clamlike ter. Keeping pace with that amazing j in mind, and this was followed by two
silence on that and all other sub development Mr. Harris has served other preliminary meetings, at the
jects and thus achieved the ideal of
second of which he presented four
his critics—a public official of the as president of the Chicago club,:| names for the proposed organization.
president
of
the
National
Association,
!
rubber stamp sort, absolutely dumb
for the sake of political safety. But, president of the International Asso Three of these were not popularly
being a man of independent spirit, ciation and now president emeritus received, but the little group voiced
I unanimous approval when he suggest
with ideas of hls own, he took the of Rotary International.
risk of saying what he thought,
ed the word Rotary.
blissfully unaware that he was ex Lying in bed at his room in the | In the carrying out of the rotary
Thorndike
Hotel,
victim
of
a
tem

pected to act the part of a clam, or,
perhaps more likely being serenely porary summer cold which he con principle it was Mr. Harris' original
and courageously indifferent to the tracted a week ago at Vinalhaven, idea to have a new chairman at each
consequences. All of which proves
meeting and to have each member
that while he makes a first rate Gov the founder of Rotary yesterday gave come up for re-election to the club at
ernor and ls richly endowed with gracious audience to a Courier-Ga the end of each year.
the qualities that honest men ad zette reporter with the theme of that
mire, he is not a poltlcian. A poli interview the subject which is so dear These ideas did not materialize, but
tician would have sidestepped and to hls heart, accompanied by reflec Rotary found 60 advocates in Its first
pussyfooted and thus saved a lot of
year, and became more than a local
votes. But there are more valuable tions upon a summer vacation which institution In 1908, when a room
has been delightful beyond the
things than votes.
In this connection, also, it might dreams, either of Mr. Harris, himself mate of Mr. Harris carried the
be pointed out that the people who or that charming Scotch lady, his message to San Francisco. The idea
criticised and cut the Governor for
spread like wildfire on the West
not O K-ing the eminent domain wife, who accompanied him on the Coast, and the organization of a club
and fish and game referendum pe journey to Maine.
in San Francisco was followed almost
titions are rankly inconsistent. Why Mr. and Mrs. Harris came to Vinal
did they not
sharpen
their haven seven weeks ago, bent upon immediately by similar action in Los
knives for Gov. Brewster and Attor making a visit of two or three weeks. Angeles and Seattle. With this
ney General Fellows for turning
auspicious start there began an in
down in 1925 the first petitions for Mr. Harris was recuperating from vasion of the South and East, with
a referendum on the repeal of the a nervous breakdown and had been such good results that at the first
primary law? It was an exactly par told by a friend that he could find no
allel case. Those petitions were re better place than Vinalhaven. Mrs. national convention ln Chicago in
1910 there were 16 clubs represented.
jected because of Insufficiency of
valid signatures, and it was neces Harris was thrilled also at the pros The countrywide organization was
sary to make a second try. Yet there pect of again being beside her beloved first known as the National Associa
was no such uproar as has been ocean. A native of Edinburgh, Scot tion of Rotary Clubs, but with the
raised against Gov. Gardiner, Brew land, she had found herself trans
ster suffering a cut of only 16,000 planted to the heart of a new vast spread of the movement to other
countries it became known as the In
in his majority in the following elec
tion, about what might have been country where there was always much ternational Association of Rotary
to
interest
and
enliven
—
but
the
expected in an off year, while Gar
Clubs. Thc evolution of title did not
diner's majority last Monday showed breezes which blew ln from a great
a slump of nearly 66,000 from that of lake were not those to which she had cease there, however, for eight years
later, in response to a British sug
1928.
Once again the question: “Is a been accustomed. The salt tang was gestion tlie title was changed to
not
in
the
atmosphere.
man required to play the role of a
Rotary International, where it has
dummy while he holds public office?" Domiciled at Rockaway Inn where
Or shall he continue to call hls soul the sea atmosphere Is always crisp since remained.
his own, regardless of the rules of and bracing, and the vista of an Island The organization now comprises
3500 clubs with a membership in
expedient pussyfooting? — Bangor
dotted bay was always restful to the
Daily News.
excess of 150,000. London with 50
eye, Mr. and Mrs. Harris no longer
clubs, has the largest membership in
marveled
that
folks
spoke
in
such
STONINGTON IN IT
the world, and Greater New York is
glowing terms of Vinalhaven.
second, both of these cities being
So
their
stay
lengthened
from
the
Gets Part of Million-Dollar
organized under the borough system.
intended three weeks Into seven, dur
Granite Contract For Phil ing which the distinguished Rotarian Chicago has the largest club, and
its membership of more than 700 is
adelphia Building
found himself almost every day in or
a fine tribute to the founder.
cn the salt water—bathing, fishing or
“What about the future of Rotary?"
The Maine and New Hampshire clamming.
Granite Corporation of North Jay
asked The Courier-Gazette reporter.
Yes,
clamming.
He
was
quick
to
has been awarded a $1,000,000 con
“We are already organized in 65
tract to furnish granite for the ex grasp the modus operandi of the flats,
terior of the 23-story addition to the and when the incoming tide drove nations," replied Mr. Harris and going
home office of the Penn Mutual Life him back onto the land he invariably, to be represented in every nation
Building in Philadelphia. This work
before our task is finished. We began
will furnish employment for from and proudly, carried a good-sized pail with a spirit of friendliness in a small
300 to 400 men for a year or more in of the succulent bivalves.
addition to those regularly employed Mrs. Harris, meantime, was never group and has been gradually ex
by the corporation.
happier than when sitting on the tended to larger groups—which is the
The contract provides for a base of shore, gazing dreamily upon the blue- heart of the movement. From that
polished Goss pink Deer Isle granite
spirit have developed other things in
quarried at Stonington. The 23- green expanse of waters.
story superstructure will be entirely Mr. Harris found the effects of this keeping with it, one of the principal
faced with hammered North Jay summer sojourn extremely beneficial, objects being the promotion of in
white granite, quarried at North Jay. and was planning to attend the con ternational friendship. It is esoteric
The cutting and polishing of this
in contact, but exoteric in accomplish
enormous amount of stone will be vention of Massachusetts Rotary ments with the world outside of our
done at the corporation's plants at Clubs at Poland Spring next week,
Jay and Redstone, N. H.
when he was unfortunate enough to selves. We wanted it to spread as
rapidly as possible, and to be as serv
fall victim to a severe cold.
HEAR BILLY REED PLAY
Before returning to Illinois the iceable as it could.
couple will probably make a visit to “It is a matter of regret to my wife
Can you play a harmonica?
Billy Reed, ace of harmonists, and Mr. Harris' old home in Wallingford, and me that we cannot enter into fel
lowship more than we have been able
ex-harmonica champion, wants to Rutland County, Vermont.
know. He is coming to the Park Out of that quiet New England vil to do. My wife and I have long had
Theatre Sept. 25-27 to stage a har
our eyes on the coast of Maine. To
monica contest open to anyone. A lage some 40 years ago Paul Harris
special case of harmonicas has al had strayed, the most definite Idea Mrs. Harris thc sea seems to wield
ready been forwarded to the theatre in his mind being to “see something of a certain spell. To my idea Vinal
by Mr. Reed to be given as prizes the world.” In the fulfillment of that haven is everything that other places
to the winning contestants. He be ambition he crossed the Ocean six may be—plus the salt air. We have
gan his career ln 1915, then a boy in
delightful places In Northern Michi
knee-pants, and he won a nation times, scorning no honest employ
wide harmonica contest. Two years ment that this might be accom gan and we love to be there, but we
do wish that they had salt water in
later he again won a similar contest plished.
in San Francisco. A short time later Nature had blessed him with the stead of fresh. Vinalhaven is today
the stage claimed him and since that
what Cape Cod was till Joseph Lin
time he has starred in musical come fertile brain which becomes an adven coln first knew it."
dies and has toured the various the turous newspaper correspondent, and
atrical circuits of the United States, this vocation he plied all over the
A new popular song is called
—adv.
lot—Denver, San Francisco, it mat
’s All.” But the trouble Is that
tered not so long as his efforts pleased "That
It isn’t; there are bound to be lots
the managing editor, and “the ghost more. The Humorist (London).
walked.”
He became a “knight of the grip," YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Recently Chef at the Fiske
travelling
on both sides of the
House, Damariscotta; Colby
If I had to live my life again I would
water. He “punched cows" to the have made a rule to read some poetry
Lunch, Waterville; Hampden
and
listen to some music at least once
Hotel, Presque Isle;
northward of Denver, he picked the a week.
The loss of these tastes ls a
loss
of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
sun-kissed oranges of Florida, and
IS NOW CHEF
twice he crossed the ocean on the
SPEECH
payroll of a cattle steamer.
Talk happiness. The world is sad enough
Without your woe. No path ls wholly
In his capacity as a traveling sales
rough.
man he worked for a concern which Look for the places that are smooth and
clear.
dealt in granite and marble, and was And speak of them to rest the weary ear
ROCKLAND
Of earth, so hurt by one continuous
sent to Italy and Scotland to arrange
strain
for extensive purchases of materials. Of mortal discontent and grief and pain.
He visited the regions which pro Talk faith. The world Is better off with
duced the famous carrara marble, Your out
uttered ignorance and morbid
doubt.
quarried, cut and polished by men
If you have faith ln God. or man. or
who were expert artisans.
self.
so; If not. push back upon the shelf
He learned of Fox Island granite Say
Of silence all your thoughts till faith
shall come;
long before he knew that such a place
No one will grieve because your lips are
From this date to Oct. 1 the
as Vinalhaven existed, and certainly
dumb.
with no thought in hls mind that Talk health. The dreary, never-ending
Gov. Douglas will leave Thom
tale
sometime he was to spend a delight
aston for Monhegan
and
Of mortal maladies is more than stale:
ful
summer
there.
You
cannot
charm or interest or please
Boothbay Harbor at 6 A. M.
By harping on that minor chord, disease.
The nomadic spirit of Paul Harris Say
you
are
well,
or all ls well with you.
Standard Time.
was eventually surfeited and 35 years And God shall hear your words and
make them true.
ago he settled down to the practice
11. ’
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Merton K. Ames

This institution is in business to aid the aver
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THREE CENTS A COPY

Part Street Gife and
Sea Grill

NOTICE
Of Change of Time
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The Courier-Gazette
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Rockland, Me.. Sept. 20. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Sept. 18. 1930, there was printed a total of
6335 copies.
FRANK B MILLER
Notary Public.

A TOUGH OLD JOB

THOSE MODERN SLAVES

Legislature Will Have Its
Hands Full Revising In Inventive Genius Of Today Has Changed Our Whole Mode

land Fish Laws

Every-Other-Day

Of Life and Lightened Its Burdens

..... 1

High School Notes

liltjlf'ijj

■ ■

(ifii-liliw Sillltii

■

Gladys Alley is secretary to the
principal this week.

When hte 85th legislature meets next
Some ten years ago a few hundred thousands of young men were fil
January It can go right to work at
The High School faculty celebrated
tering
their way back to this country from their pilgrimage abroad.
once
on
the
fishing
laws,
and
if
the
And He said unto me my grace is
the opening of the school year by a j
future
may
be
predicted
by
the
past,
Brought
with
them
was
the
realization
of
the
progress
of
America.
From
sufficient for thee for my strength when the time for final adjournment
corn and wienie roast on the rocks i
is made perfect in weakness.—2 Cor. comes long about the middle of April, months spent, dn England, from the Continent, from Asia, from many near the Cross cottage at Cooper's
12:9.
Beach. Miss Norton and Mrs. Jack- I
the fishing laws will still be under countries, differentn ones were bringing different stories, tint their theme | ton
appeared to be chiefs of the com- j
discussion, says the Lewiston Journal. was one, the Old World, and the difference between it and the New.
RUGES"
J missariat, but as usual at a teachers’ |
The annual session of the Maine The act to “revise, codify and
A widely traveled writer of economic affairs said recently that the (party everyone lent a hand. The
Universalist Convention will be held simplify the fishing laws applying to
in the Church of the Messiah in inland waters" has already been chief difference between the American citizen and his overseas brother, charm of the mild evening and beau- '
Portland beginning next Sunday printed and referred. It was pre in 'psychology, in type and methods of work, in economic standards, in I tiful view, to say nothing of the j
evening. The annual convention of sented at the special session of the living standards, was ,hat . aeh American citizen had It ius l,e, l< and call songs(qand wise cracks made it ‘diffl- I
the Maine Universalist Sunday- 84th legislature held in August, but some forty odd mechanical slaves while the rest if the world, or pt least tbe shore, even when the bait offered
School Association and the Woman's nobody felt like taking it up at that
was bridge at theCrosscottage.
No
Missionary Society will be held in time, so it was passed along to while the lOld World pitizen had. I believe, a rough hail' dozen or so.
And when we check over this statement and call to mind mr me- one seemed to enjoy the picnic any
conjunction with this meeting Mon away the hours of next winter.
•
day, Sept. 22. The annual conven The printed bill is a bulky docu chanical slaves here in our everyday life in Rockland we find that most
acquired a more and more effect- j
tion banquet will be served Tuesday- ment of 80 pages and seems to con of them, practically all of them, are brothers of the Genie of Aladdin. ally
ive blackface makeup from contact
evening and the convention will ad tain everything. The first twenty Aladdin's Modern Lamp unquestionably lias given us a greater share of with
the fire. Another happy hon- I
journ before noon, Wednesday. The pages are taken up with the general
member was Franklin Blaisdell. !
vested choir of 20 young people will fishing law while the other sixty are our modern life and enjoyments than any other single factor or industry, orary
who thoughtfully assigned his share
sing Sunday evening. This choir is devoted to special regulations cover for industry itself is based on electrical power.
of the wienies to a near relatives who
considered one of the best in Port- ing the waters in each county. As
Our advantages here in Rockland are evident. A tlick of a switch to seemed to appreciate them.
will
be
remembered,
the
bill
repre

and and vicinity. It is planned to
turn on the tight so that we can read the paper printed by electricity. A
• ♦ •«
serve the meals in the vestry of the sents the work of a special recess
turn of a dial, to bring to us enjoyment recorded by electricity. A low
Several
members
of the faculty cast
committee
of
sixteen
from
the
legis

church as an added convenience to
the delegates and visitors. At a lature. one from each county. The hum as broom's successor displaces backbreaking work. A churning which gave "The Patsy" last winter
parish meeting of the local Univer committee was headed by Senator J. sound that bruises not a single knuckle as the "Monday—A\ ashday" witnessed its performance Saturday
salist Church Sunday morning Sherman Douglas of Hancock coun slogan passes. A tingling bell as (business summons the lord of many by the Carroll Players In Thomaston
these delegates were chosen: Miss ty. I. Harold Angell of Saco was slaves or leisure beckons to the "Freed-man" of today, the average Ameri and found it doubly interesting to see
the contrast between amateur and
Alice Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. E. F. house chairman and Harvey R. Pease
professional interpretation.
Who
Glover, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stod of Wiscasset was clerk and counsel. can citizen at his average dayfs rounds.
We have available for a few cents, within the reach (if all, slaves would have thought that one man
dard, Mr. and Mrs. .George L. St. The first section of the bill, after
double for both Mr. Blaisdell
Clair. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mr. the enacting clause, is composed of who work tirelessly, freshening our dives, making us capable of greater could
and Mr. Whittemore! And "Sadie
and Mrs. Ralph Smith. Mr. and Mrs. rules of construction, which interpret things, bringing longer years of work and enjoyment with less work and Buchanan"
never appeared at all!
H. P. Blodgett, with these alter ed for the layman, means definitions.
nates: Mrs. W. L. Benner, Mrs. Am There are more than two pages of more enjoyment. So easily available .that they receive but passing thanks
A special asssembly held Tuesday (
brose Mills. Mrs. L. R. Campbell, these, and they give exact meaning for their labors. Their foreman, their owners who release them .to us, the
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, Mrs. Mary Messer, to such terms as "brook,” “creel industry which furnishes them in millions for our use deserve our regard. morning might well be called an :
fish," “great ponds,"
Alumni Assembly. The devotional
Mrs. Nellie Bird and Mrs. M. E. limit," “game
We should use, for our own and our community's good, ail we can of exercises were conducted by Lucy
“streams," "thoroughfare,"
Wotton. These delegates are select ““rivers,"
” "season opening.” This last their time and ability, these .helpers brought by Aladdin in this Golden French. Miss Adelaide Cross, a for
ed to cover both the church and istown,
defined as "that time after April Jubilee Age of Electricity.
mer graduate sang four selections.
allied organizations convening in first
when the water fished in is free
She was accompanied by her sister
convention.
from ice from natural causes."
Mrs. Jackson. One of the special
ly thought he was saluting the head features of the exercises was the
Power is given the commissioner
A TRIP TO THE WEST
of
the
Maine
column,
I
of
course
of inland fisheries and game to es
presentation to the school of a bust
AFTER a modern Insulated Glenwood DeLuxe Gas
tablish regulations supplementing, Col. F. S. Philbrick Tells of returned the salute. Alas! my pride of Lindbergh, the gift of the class
SUB-PRIMARY PUPILS
had
a
fall,
when
I
discovered
I
was
amending or repealing provisions of
of 1930. William Rounds, the class
a*. Range assumes its rightful place in your kitchen,
a
d
j
i
marching
directly
behind
"Old
Glory"
the general law. with the approval
Beginning Monday, Sept. 22,
A. r\. Convention ana (every gtate jn line carried its flag). president made the presentation I
of the advisory fish and game coun
baking never fails. Time is released for other pleasanter
speech, suggesting that the example
all sub-priinary children will at
After that I attended strictly to busi' set by Lindbergh, if followed by his I
cil. such regulations to become
Grant's Birthplace
tend school only one-half a day.
things. New gas and food economy saves dollars. And
ness
and
only
answered
the
salutes
effective on the first days of Decem
hearers, would insure a fine school
At Crescent street. Purchase
of school children or the ladies who
ber and April following promulga Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
, ..
year. The WUUV
bust ilwu
has UVVI1
been M1WVVU
placed Wli
on
your disposition is never ruined by balky cooking equip
street, McLain and Tyler build
looked directly at me and gave a white a sujtable bracket at the front of the
tion. Such action may be taken on
ings they will be divided into
I have promised to give some ac salute,
ment.
or often wafted a -----kiss.----Great auunorium.
auditorium Mr. Blaisdell in accept-I
petition of the municipal officers of
two groups, one attending fore
nf mv trin tn the West but
towns, the county commissioners as Z to £ much of the travel b • crowds lined the sidewalks and the lng jt for the
,
noons and the other afternoons
In design, construction, and equipment Glenwood is
regarding unorganized townships, or niahF and one dav of travel in fog march ^as ^uth it. .
the class of 1930 on its outstanding
alternating at the end of four
built to serve you and save for you. That's why the Glen
the commissioner and council on their and qtnrm I lost much that I had I Tllursday was the big business day qUanties of enterprise and leadership.
weeks. The sab-primarv chil
own motion, in all cases after notice hotdto te F?om Portland to New'at headquarters and the worst was * The other high light of the assembF
dren at Camden street, and the
wood Oven is insulated so scientifically, so heavily.
hoped to see rrom roruana io new
noon and j w rPjeasecj. i
. Drp«-pntation of thp Alumni
and hearing.
Highland School will attend in
by night, left nothing pleasing took a {ree steamboat ridc 10 miies *as the Presentation of the Alumni
That’s why Glenwood provides the AutomatiCook to
The section providing for a resident York,
the forenoon ail of the time.
Cup to the class of 1932 by Herman !
to write or remember. Was met in up the Ohio River, to Cony Is.and. jjart,
fishing license reads thus:
president of the Alumni AssoThis plan is necessary because of
New
York
by
a
downpour
of
rain,
measure to a nicety the heat flowing into your oven. And
The commissioner shall issue to
pleasure resort, where ev- CiatjOn He set forth the ideals repre- (
the heavy registration in this
with spits of snow, cold? yes, some. aerysummer
device
could
be
found
for
extract;cnted
by
the
CU
p_
Ieade
rshin.
servI
any
resident
a
resident
fishing
license
that’s why Glenwood developed the sensational new
grade.
upon tire payment of a fee of s‘".ty- A long wait here and I can't go any ing one s cash. Came pack home at ice and character. Malcolm Haskell,
Time Control. Ask us about it.
five cents. A combination resident where or see much.
rested and well pleased.
president of the class of 1932 respondThe Chrysler building, the tallest in night
hunting and fishing license may be
The next morning (Friday) every ed modestiy for the class and Mr.
is just across the street
The inside story of that famous issued by the commissioner upon the the Iworld,
lrinc ram
?s4tor was, given. a ticket (by the -;oncr pointed out that the youth of
in the
rain vClty)
f a venture
minntp'<!out
look
it pouring
is a beautil0r a ^Oat trlp t0 the b’^plaee lOday are to be congratulated on
Chicago air junket was brought un- payment of one dollar and fifteen and
for
a
minute
s
look.
It
is
a
beauti
f u. g Qrant up the river 40 miles. work(ne <or s,,rb finp
as iPadPr.
cents.
blushingly to light at yesterday's
ful
building,
but
looking
like
an
overtjckct included a free IuncH on .ojing tor^sudr flne^i^askade^ ,
at our Gas District Stores
It will be noted that this does not
Rotary Club meeting before a
Augusta,
Bath,
Gardiner,
Rockland,
church spire standing on the ,h
,
jth p kind of drmks r jiu k
ct]a™cter 01 wtuc
Waterville
thoroughly appreciative audience. place any expiration limit upon resi grown
XrnnnH
pint
o
trreat
cntiare
building
,
.
l
'
,
,
,
KlnQS
OI
urmK
-Lindbergh
offers
a
fitting
example,
ground^ First a great square ounoing also jree; tpe ]uncbes were put Up in
....
f
Capt. Wincapaw had his first innings dent fishing licenses.
:
Pasteboard toxes and included meat The new special teachers at the
as narrator and interspersed his in This is Section 13. but several pages running “?.-tO,i,.great.
another just like it only small- sandwlches, fruit, cake and candy. High School this vear arp Mrs Mari
teresting tale with several compli farther along Section 78 says this:
$20 AIL’OWAXCE 'FGR YOUR' OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT
cr.
on
top
of
It;
then
anticket called for one box but I Hlgn.,
tnis ye,arDare,, ars' Mar
er,
mentary but embarrassing comments All licenses and permits issued other, stil! smaller, same pattern, and Everv forced
uSn me° three more at «™^r for R^rnd and' S
on sang froid of one of his passengers. under the provisions of this law, shall
sto7 to sel°V- differcnt
S° there appeared 10
MLs^aSnTcarswe^of ,
Alan L. Bird. Mr. Bird's turn came expire on December Thirty-first fol
later and he returned both compli lowing the date of their issue.
cause of rain It Contains 78 stories. ^’'stoTmerwlTthe biggest pleas- Gorhan]' gymnasium ^tructor and
ments and anecdotes with hilarious
Non-resident fishing licenses are they told me, and lawyers and doctors
*r“«• s£d"tc5WJ
Oakland* wheXKSS I
interest. In passing it was noted that unchanged except that a junior sea
in the latest reports Rockland was son license will be issued to non-resi office1Hoorn’s un^ther^
t0 ? Passenger capacity, was 300 feet long. and penmanship in the Junior High. (
second in the National registry of dents under the age of fourteen on
inn/ wnir ue were
nut on 80 or more wide *and four stories' or Mrs. Johnson is a graduate of Deer- :
Curtiss air ports on value business and payment of a fee of sixty-five cents.
After a long wait we were put on declcs bigb. Some two or three acres ire Hieh echool and of the Maine
and driven to the ferry to go
f s,a,ld?n„ room “'g
nlg“ ocn , ,,a ,raame
third in the number of passengers Closed season on trout, salmon and busses
___ into Jersey
.____ ci.„
.. ) 01 standing room.
Conservatory of Music. She also at-,
over
City. -m,.
The ferrytransported. Visiting Rotarians in togue is as follows:
tended Lasell Seminary summer sescluded Frank Poland of Washington On lakes, rivers and thoroughfares boat was a big one. I got out of the
We went up lbrougb fW0locks, (sTon This vear Her DUblic school exon the boat and went
built 3b
26 earns
dam„ acrO
ss i °penence
U
5was
Jf in
and Charles Babb. George Babb. from October first until the season bus whileinnk
rmPup
an (Uncle
uncie Sam
oam has
na.i ouiu
across
gained
in Gray onn
and
George Allen and Kendall Hopkins of opening.
stairs to look out. Bus> place. Oceanlhe ohiQ fjjver
control and con- wOrwav from which Diaces she brings
going
steamers
coming
in
and
going
th
watp
-,
Faph
lopk
liftpd
(Norway
irom
wmen
places
sne
ormgs
Camden.
On streams from September sixlutitp tnohnatc niichino, them sene lnc water>. r-acn lock linea us . excellent recommendations. She reteeneth until the season opening.
hm /nd.hPrP^th^ helvv thundw ab0Ut SCVen °r Cight feet' U the level t sides at 21 Brewster street with her
On
brooks
from
August
first
until
and
hehtnffig
temwst ragtog
above • 14 feet in alb. and lowered us ,daughler phyilis
entered High
The North Knox Fair has been an
and lightning tempest raging.
the
com,^ down Every lock 1S , gchool as a freshmar this fa!).
,
institution in Knox County for 61 the season opening.
years. The managers have never lost Closed season on white perch and
Driven directly to our train, we had &U°
CahreWeUV°^
sight of the original idea of giving black bass on all inland waters from Httio
tn
much h„t Icei long*
where she graduated from high
Arriving at Point Peasant, Grant's s^ooi in 1927. She is also a graduate
the agricultural interests of the coun October first to June twentieth, ex wp rilri wZt »ydron o rato ail the
cept
three
black
bass
per
day
may
w!i
d
hui
whpt
wl
/nt
nnt^nto
the
birth
P
lace
'
ln
°w
owned
by
Uncle
of pOsse-Nissen School of Physical
ty an opportunity of exhibiting its
waj, but when we got out into the
we disembarked, 4000 of u< I Education. She has taught Physical
be6t; it also realizes that the people be taken by fly fishing from June country
we could see but little of it.
escorfed through the crowd to the Education in Lynn, Mass., and has ;
want modern entertainment and so first to June twentieth.
ura, lul
for four summers, swimming in .
have come vaudeville acts, night Annual closed season on all other for rain and fog. until .ate afternoon. sback by two husky helpers. It was been
Neanng Harpers Feyy tbe sun a jam, indeed. The shack, two little structor
-•—• at• ■=
"
1—
Sewall-Anderson
camps. i
shows with magnificent fireworks and species of fish from October first showed
a little while, and as we rooms jn the exact state as when he Miss Hagar is a graduate of Rock- |
various other forms of entertainment, until opening of the ice fishing sea stopped for
for a fewr minutes we got.a was j.orn there, is primitive indeed, land High School, class of '24 and t
but the Fair remains today a splendid son.
glimpse of tne place of John
indian Creek empties into the Ohio Gorham Normal School. She has also
agricultural event to which people Legal size limit of brook trout, six fleeting
Brown renown, and later of much just m front
was an ideal spot
from a wide territory come each year inches: lake trout ten inches; salmon, Civil War fame. Indeed, all a'ops for a Wiiderness home, and is so to- taken the Teacher Helping Course at
to see the best in stock and farm fourteen inches; togue, fourteen the line of our travel on the Balti- day There is a little settlement near Castine and graduated this summer j
products: to visit with each other, to inches; white perch, six inches; black more & Ohio Railroad it was a much abcut as ]arge as Hope Corner, but it from the Institute of Normal Methods
VERSEA air mail service be
at Lasell. She comes to us after two I
be entertained. Union Fair grounds bass, ten inches.
disputed territory between the north- jjas not grown any Sjnce the war, years' experience as a teacher in the
tween Madrid, the capital of
are famous for their beauty, for their Creel limit—Brook trout, twenty- ern and southern fighting forces. We and neyer wiu nQW that R a
five
fish
not
exceeding
ten
pounds.
Spain, and the Canary Islands,
convenience, neatness and comfort. All other game fish except white saw none of the country, because of “shrine,” visited by thousands at all Training School at Presque Isle where
Spanish possessions In the South
No finer grounds exist in Maine. It's perch unless taken through the ice, rain and night travel, not even when tlmes Uncle gam has buUt a stee, she had charge of the fifth grade (
and music in the sixth, seventh and
your fair, your attendance, suprwrt fifteen fish of all species not to exceed we went over the Cumberland MounAtlantic, has just been successfully
across
crcek wide e
h eighth.
and suggestions are desired.
Inaugurated with a Ford tri-motor
tains, where they said one locomotive for two autos and a f00- path, at a
« » ♦ ♦
fifteen pounds.
transport lanil plane, according to
White perch unless taken through pushed and one was pulling us Harp- cost Qf more than ha[f a
The new lunchroom opened Thurs
reports received by the Ford Motor
Friday morning the Fourth and the ice. twenty-five fish.
ers Ferry what we saw of it looked After two hours' stay, with speeches day
upy with
w»u. torrid terriers on ---------sale and
Company,
Fifth Grades of the Tyler school. Pickerel unless taken through the like a small run-down forsaken P'ace. and other ceremonjes we agabi em- i Paul Merriam, who has come back
The advent of the new service
Miss Lena Miller and Mrs. Nellie ice. fifteen fish.
to1!8!1 / la.3, place where two
: barked for home, going faster down! for a post graduate course, in charge,
Hall teachers, met in the latter's room Smelts, fifty fish except by licensed and I don t know how many States tbe beautiful Ohio. There was sing- ; Other viands will be served as soon
was hailed by Spanish newspapers
for their opening exercises. It was dealers.
and towns meet.
ing. dancing, promenading and much as conditions permit.
as an outstanding event in Spanish
* •«
The rivers had not enough water joking alld laughter. Everyone seemed
inspiring to hear the children's fresh Creel limit, ice fishing—Game fish,
aviation, reducing as it does the
—
young voices in song and story. It five fish not to exceed fifteen pounds. m them to float a wnoe, and the flat happy passing again through the, Wednesday was -------grasshopper
day
travel time between the Spanish
wide river bed looked just like I ha\e locks and
the throngs will long in the biology classes. This Is a bad
was an interesting sight at the Tyler Smelts, thirty fish.
peninsula and the Canary Islands
seen in Maine just covered with com- be remembered as a perfect day by year for grasshoppers. Even with
school yesterday morning to watch Pickerel, fifteen fish.
by many hours and closely linking
mnn rn/'lzQ
__
.
_
j
j \j
»,_u_
rocks. We {iri'ivpd
arrived in
in {Tinpinntiti
Cincinnati i> many ...
the children march in from recess. Ice fishing is made a matter of mon
beside
Uncle Fernando fifty pupils scouring the fields, only
the island possessions to the
Two by two they marched, keeping regulation by the commissioner, who about 11 a. m. Sunday, went to our
three really good “lubber" grasshop
kingdom.
time to the music of the victrola with may designate lakes, ponds and rivers hotel rooms, bathed and rested. Cin
pers
were
brought
in.
Most
grasshop

TENANT’S HARBOR
Passes Over Sahara
a precision and exactness which many which shall be open to March. Ic cinnati is a fine city, lying in a curve j
pers produce at least twenty eggs but
older people do not show, each child fishing is prohibited by the bill in all of the Ohio 'River, with the hills of
those examined this year frequently
The route of the Ford transport
Kentucky
on
the
opposite
side.
I
Mrs.
Julia
E.
Curran
of
East
Bossaluted thp Flag as he or she passed. other inland waters.
contained ten or less. Many of the
on Its flight to and from the islauds
In erder that fishermen may know stole away from my official duties ton who has been staying for a few grasshoppers had not been able to
carried the plane over the broiling
Tuesday
to
visit
the
site
of
Fort
days
at
Mrs.
Orris
Holbrook's,
has
just where they are when they pro
The photograph shows the Ford tri-motor transport plane of the
complete
their
final
moult,
though
Spanish Sahara, with a long jump
Music replaced speechmaking at pose to fish, the bill provides that Thomas of Civil War fame, towns of returned to her sister's in Thomas- this is sometimes done before the last
Spanish ClaGsa Air Lines surrounded by turbaned natives at Cabo
the Lions Club meeting Wednesday, the State highway commission and Covington and Newport. However. t°n- At Mrs. Holbrook's other guests of
over
water
to
Las
Palmas
and
Juby in Spanish West Africa, after its successful inauguration of
August. For the past two years
and the members derived much en all municipalities erecting highway we had little time for visiting because for the _week were Mr. and Mrs. a large
Santa
Cruz
de
Tenerife.
The
out

air mail service between Madrid and the Canary Islands, and while
number of parasitic thread
joyment from the excellent program bridges shall place permanent mark of official duties.
bound flight, with stops for fuel at
the plane was being used in the search of the Sahara for the lost
George Dwyer and son William of worms have been noted in the specipresented. The entertainers were O ers thereon giving the names of the
On Wednesday the grand parade Andover. Mass.. Mrs. Alvah I. Knight ( nsbrought in. Whether the presCasablanca and Cabo Juhy, required
Spanish aviators, Burguete and Nunez.
R. Lawry. Jr. and Richard Stoddard, waters over which the bridges are was held and for the first time I of Sharon, Conn.
j ent
is due to the inroads of
14 hours.
trumpets: Orrin Eradbury. saxo located and the name of the town or marched in the parade. Always rode
The Willing Workers of Port \ these enemies or to the dry season
On its return flight, the party of rifle heat the plane’s three Wright Madrid, Seville and Barcelona, was
phone; Yale Goldberg, violin, and towns in which located. Then the before. Only ten of us old veterans Clyde paid a surprise visit recently | no one seems to know or care, for
officials who inaugurated the serv J-6 motors functioned perfectly, tho preliminary to the regular operation
Neil Utile, boy soprano, and their fisherman can refer to his book of were in line to represent Maine. We to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell in that matter, except the birds and
ice, including Cesar Gomez, director pilots, Ansaldo and Soriano, re of the service between Spain and
numbers * furnished additional evi fishing laws and determine whether had about the nnest band of the honor of the latter's birthday, pre- skunks who miss their usual fall feast
of Classa Air Lines, which operates ported following the return of the the Canaries with amphibian planes.
dence as io the talent which car. be the waters are open or closed and on many in line. It was composed of senting her with flowers, two hand- I add the Biology pupils who would
the services to the Canaries as well party to Madrid. The plane, being The service at first will be weekly
found in Rockland's younger musical what days and months.
bugles and drums and whenever they somely decorated birthday cakes (always rather study a specimen than
as between Madrid, Seville and Bar equipped with radio, was in con but later it is planned to put it on
circli s.
TTie special county regulations on played, and that was often, the peo and a sum of money to Mr. Elwell in a book.
celona, and Ernesto Navarro, tech stant communication with the Span a daily basis.
casual comparison with the present ple stood up and took notice.
recognition of his recent anniver
nical adviser of the National Aero ish military base at Cabo Juby dur
A gathering of distinguished
•
regulations,
seem
to
be
very
similar
My
place
in
line
was
at
the
head
sary..
Refreshments
were
served
[rs. Etta Sanborn. .imesbury street
CAMDEN
nautical Bureau, participated for ing the flights.
in
substance
but
arc
much
simplified
Spanish civil officials, Including
of
the
Maine
column.
Police
were
and
the
evening
proved
most
enjoy

i a i ir of shoes as a prize for
three days in the search of the
Minister of the Interibr Matos, par
tin; jingles concerning the Arch in wording. But no casual compari statioined about 100 feet apart on able.
Daily Flight Planned
Miss Louise Dyer leaves Monday
Sahara for the Spanish military
ticipated in tha ceremonies incident
ture shoes, which are manufac- son of GO pages, covering practically both sides of the street at the curb.
to
resume
her
studies
at
Colby
Col

Upon his return to Madrid Pilot to the Inauguration of the service
pilots Burguete and Nunez, who had
'd in Manchester, li. H. There i every brook and pond in the State, I soon noticed that every one of them Allen's Taxi to Union Fair $159 round lege after spending the summer in
been forced down in the desert. Ansaldo reported that In tho round when the plane departed from Ma
c four prizes given, one each for can be adequate and in these rules brought his club to salute just as I trip. Tel. 6-12 Tenant's Harbor — Camden.
During this search, the party In the trip flight between Madrid and the drid. Large crowds greeted the
113’114
;::achusetts, Rhode Island, New the incoming legislators will find got exactly opposite him. I natural- adv.
Harry Hatch of Salem, Mass., is
Ford plane combed the Sahara from Canary Islands and the flights over plane and Its party at both Las
npshirc and Maine. Mrs. Sanborn much food for study.
1 visiting his sister Mrs. Luella Manthe
air over a strip of territory 300 the desert In search ot the lost avi Palmas and Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
•ived a letter Wednesday stating
j Chester.
SUCH A TREAT!
PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE
t she had won the prize for Maine,
kilometers inland from the coast. ators the plane had flown 8,000 The plane carried in addition to the
Dr. A. F. Green and Frank E.
she also heard it over the radio
The search ended when tho lost kilometers, approxinflitely 5,000 pilots and the official party two me
Smooth, rich in flavor, deliciously ' Morrow left on Thursday for a flshirsslay.
Thursday evening a very interest
fliers found their way to an outpost miles, with perfect performance.
(ing trip at Capens, Moosehead Lake.
chanics, a radio operator, large con
tempting
—
no
wonder
our
ice
cream
ing meeting was enjoyed, the pro
and reported themselves safe.
Mt. Eattie Lodge, I.O.O.F., will
The Inaugural flight In the Ford signments of mail and/bundles of
is
such
a
delightful
treat.
It
is
per

gram
dealing
with
the
State
of
Throughout the difficult flights plane, which the Classa line had the Madrid newspaper "La yan; e is a rural school in Warren,
fectly made of the purest and most ' visit the St. George Lodge on Satur
over the desert and despite the ter- operated in regular service between guardia.”
ta.i t b;- a Rockland girl, which is Maine. Plans were made for the fair
wholesome cream and other in day evening, Sept. 27 and confer the
which
is
to
be
held
Nov.
7.
The
lady
sac"- n need of a piano or an organ,
gredients and flavored in different first degree.
The next regular meeting of the ing of the Maiden Cliff Rebekah receiving congratulations on the ar- J *
Doul’ less there is somebody in this officers of the Grange are In charge.
ways to suit every preference. Kid
- .__ . . <
. j. Next
Thursday
the
program
will
be
city - cssing a disused square piano
dies as well as grownups thrive upon i ladies of the Grand Army of the Lodge, Sept. 24.
a
continuation
of
the
same
program
or ri ior organ who would gladly
j Republic will be held on Friday eveglobe
laundry
its nourishing goodness..
Regular meeting of United Order
Jiavo i. serve the purpose of bringing ’ 011 "The State of Maine.” It will
I ning, Oct. 3, at the Legion hall. of the Golden Cross on Sept. 18, at of Rotary was in Camden this week.
0 and' Maino
Quality Work,
musical education to a score of young consist of readings or. the following
Family Washings
Supper at 6 o'clock. Tickets 35 cents. 7.30. Supper at 6.15.
Called For and Delivered
sters otherwise unable to be so subjects: “History of Maine." "Indus
The Pine 4-H Club will meet at the
Mrs.
Leo
F.
Strong
will
entertain
You
see,
conditions
are
chaotic
in
trained. Miss Vora Nye is the teacher tries of Maine,” "Noted Men and
Parcel Delivery Service
i Grange hall, Sept. 23.
the Friday Auction Club next week Russia, and American business must
RANKIN BLOCK
ROCKLAND
and mav be reached by telephoning Women of Maine," and “Agriculture
The degree will be conferred on a at her home on Pearl street.
Walter
Dorgan, Tei. 106R
go
over
there
to
bring
orders
out
of
of Maine.”
•
, class of candidates at the next meet585 or 971.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bickford are chaos,—Publishers Syndicate,
1

nlenwood

food time
moneyMemper

Central Maine Power Company

O
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At Thursday night’s meeting of
THE DUCK HUNTERS
JEWISH NEW YEAR
Penobscot View Grange it was voted
to hold the annual grange fair Friday,
Are Right In T heir Element
Rosh Hashanah To Be Ob
Nov. 7.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 24 'MvtlulMjMc (Tub soUrtaUu fad*
For
the
Season
Opened
served Here Next Tuesday
erntcri clubs <>f this district.
Mr. an dMrs. Jay Oliver and daugh
Oct. 4—Knox Pomona Grange meets
Today Auspiciously
—Its Significance
with Medomak Valley Grange, Burkett- ter Gladys motored to Freedom and
Bangor this week where they visited
vllle.
Oct. 11—Limerock Valley Pomona relatives.
Graham lake, Merrymeeting bay
Rockland Hebrews will on Tues
Grange
meets
with
Weasawcskeag
Grange South Thomaston.
and many of the other bays along
day,
observe their New Year—or
Del. 22-24—Autm.il State teachers* eonveaThere is a big entry list for the Maine's coast sounded like an old
SERMONETTE
tiua In Hanger.
“Rosh Hashanah,” as it is termed
Union
fair
races
next
Wednesday,
and
fashioned
Fourth
of
July
celebration
Oct. 21—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Thursday. More will be said about when gunners from all over New
in Hebrew.
Pa rot Uttreau.
The Trial of Jesus Christ
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand them in Tuesday's issue.
England began discharging their
According to the Bible, this holi
Introduction
Theatre.
weapons Tuesday morning in noisy
day is to be observed but one day.
Few of us, unless we have
wecome
to
the
opening
of
the
duck
What enterprising speculator will
Thp Jewish calendar designates this
Steamer James T. Morse has gone
studied closely this earthly trial,
be the first to establish a Tom Thumb shooting season.
year as 5691. In the religious life
into winter quarters at Camden.
realize what a farce it was, or
Reports
from
the
warden
super

golf course in Rockland? The coun
of Israel, New Year’s Day ranks in
comprehend how completely the
visors indicate a normal supply of protection of the court was with sacrcdness and solemnity next to the
The Rockland Commercial College ty appears to be going wild over 'em.
birds this year. Practically all the drawn from him. The trial. It Day of Atonement. Its message to
opened last Monday with a good regis
Successful peach raising in this inland waters produced large fami was illegal in many respects, yet thp world at large, as well as to the
tration.
Jewish people, can best be under
northern clime is not often noted, lies of ducks this season, he said.
in others how precisely the pro
The game commissioner said that
Fred Harvey, well known in the but Maurice Gregory of Glencove ten birds is the legal bag limit for cedure complied with the re stood when this holiday is considered
the light of its historical develop
atrical circles, is here from Boston plucked 12 nice ones from a tree in one day and that the season limit is quirements of the Jewish law. in
ment.
his orchard Thursday.
The various phases moved rap
on a short visit.
25. No decoys shall be placed near idly; they had to or fail. It is of
The origin of this holiday may
A meeting of the auxiliary of Wins er than 50 yards to a flock already
be traced back to the davs when Is
Miss Evangeline Wlnchenbaugh re low-Holbrook Post, A. L. will be held set and 12 live decovs is the limit on course not possible within the rael indulged in agriculture in Palesturns from Boston today where she Monday evening at Legion hall at the above waters. No boat shall be spa.-e of these little articles to
more than indicate the rapid
tine. All .Semitic peoples began to
has been visiting.
7.30 when there will be initiation of allowed in, these waters for hunt processes which cluminated in His count their agricultural year with
ing purposes earlier than one hour execution. By a very few changes the first month of autumn. Accord
candidates,
the
reading
of
annual
re

Mrs. Charles Thurston of Union is
and a half before sunrise. Legal in the text the trial is made plain ing to the Bible, there was to be a
making an extended stay at the home ports and election of officers.
hunting commences a half hour be er for the reader of today if we use holy convocation of the people on
of Frank W. Robbins, Rockland street.
The Ladies’ Society of the Univer fore sunrise and concludes at sun a few of the legal terms common this day, trumpets were to be sound
meets at the parlors set.
ed. and special sacrifices were to be
to our judicial procedures. Thero
John Wood .who has been visiting salist Church
afternoon at 3.30 to discuss
offered at the Temple of Jerusalem.
Hunters sometimes make the mis will be six short articles:
Mrs. Ida Shea and family the past Tuesday
important business matters, includ take of shooting wood duck,” Stobie
The particular meaning and purpose
The Arrest.
month has returned to Newport, R. I. ing the annual church fair. All ladies
of this holiday are not set forth ex
said. “This bird is protected at all
The Arraignment,
plicitly, but from ancient times on,
time by the federal government.
efirist before Pilate.
Trainer’s Bakery is to occupy the of the parish are invited.
no doubt, it was regarded as the New
The birds are easily distinguished in
Christ before Herod.
Farnsworth building, corner Main and
Maynard Grey of Camden street
Year of the agricultural cycle by the
Christ again faces Pilate.
Elm streets, in the immediate future. has resumed his duties in the chem flight from other ducks as they fly
Jewish people.
more like pigeons and nest in trees.
The Execution.
istry department of the Cement Plant They do not quack like a duck, but
With the dispersion of Israel
The road to Calvary contained
E. H. Dickey, who has been em after
two weeks' vacation spent in
ployed in a Waterville print shop is Brooklyn, as guest of Richard Dob have a peculiar squeal. They are a the full of human suffering. throughout the world and the de
little larger than teal but do not fly Mockery, pain, humiliation, de struction of the Temple, the agricul
moving his household goods to that bin, a former Rockland boy.
as fast and art? seldom seen in flocks spair. It revealed the depths to tural background of this festival
city.
of more than five birds.
which a judge can descend. His disappeared almost entirely, and it
A turtle about eight inches in
'It is hoped by this department disciples traveled the same path- assumed a higher religious and
Bernard Freeman. High School ath length,
with the initials 'W‘. R.” en that sportsmen will not hesitate to
spiritual aspect. The Rabbis of old
but it was never given to
lete, has returned from Concord, N. graved on
back was found swim call upon the wardens or upon head any man to equal the suffering clothed New Year's Day with new
H„ where he lias been spending the ming near its
H. W. Look's lobster cars quarters for any information per experienced by the Saviour.
meaning and significance. TheV re
summer.
recently. If anybody has lost such taining to their sport this fall. The
garded this day as the beginning of
W. A. H.
the creation of the world and set it
A 450 h. p. monoplane joined the afr an animal will he kindly call and wardens of the State are working
aside as the day of judgment—the
for the interests of the sportsmen
•fleet at the Curtiss flying field yes collect.
and for better hunting conditions At the Congregational Church to day upon which the Creator of
terday and will carry passengers
Augusta has been flooded with and would rather prevent violations morrow morning Mr. Rounds will heaven and earth judges every
Sunday.
cockroaches, which, after breeding on than make arrests.”
preach on the subject “The Lord Our creature of the world. This idea fash
ioned this festival into a most solemn
Ralph W. Fowler, Who played a star the city dump, began to encroach on
God Is One Lord.” The Sunday occasion when man is to strive for a
game at second base for the Rockland the residential sections. It is pos
School will open for Its fall work at new life of amendment and recon
SPRUCE HEAD
team this summer enters Colby Col sible that Rockland may have a simi
the noon hour.
ciliation with his fcllowmen and God.
lar fate in store, for no respectable
lege next Monday.
....
Miss Rachel Buzzell of Litchfield
This finally gave rise to the idea that
cockroach would remain long on that
has been a recent guest of Mr. and
At the Universalist Church Sun New Years Day is a day of self
Miss Alfreds Perry has entered the dump.
Mrs. Darrell Mann.
searching and self-criticism which
employ of the Heliopore Service Cor
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carr have day morning at 10.30 Rev. George H. runs through almost every prayer of
poration which has headquarters at All who attend the Men's Brother
hood Bible class of the First Baptist recently entertained Charles Carr, Welch will have as his topic “Through the Union Prayer Book.
Crie’s Gift Shop.
Church are asked to be present at Jr., and his family of Chesapeake Another’s Eyes." The trio, “Be Thou Even today the observance of this
festival is still distinguished by the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel, Miss Sue the regular session, at noon, Sunday, City, Md., and Mr. and Mrs. William My Guide,” Ashford will be sung by blowing
of the ram’s horn—the ShoMrs. Veazie, Mrs. Morgan and Mr.
Spear and Arthur Bowley, left this in the BPW room, 472 Main street, Carr of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Daucette Robinson, and Mrs. Veazie and Mrs. far. The symbolic act of sounding the
morning for a motor trip through with guests; also at the church at 7.15
p m. when they will sit in a body at and son Earle of Metinic have rented Morgan will sing as a duet “Hark, Shofar is intended to stir the heart j
Aroostook County, into Canada.
the Helen Meservey house for the Hark, My Soul," Shelley. Church of man and awaken him to the essen
the evening service.
tial spiritual aspects of the day.
winter.
School at noon.
Clarence Munsey leaves next Tues
S. S. Waldron has returned to his
♦ ♦ » ♦
Mrs. Lillian Cotton, cellist, of
day for Florida, where he will engage
NILES BODY FOUND
in a business enterprise during the Thomaston, Mrs. Gladys St. C. Mor home in Rockland after spending
At St. Petar's Church (Episcopal)
winter. His family will join him later. gan, contralto, and Mrs. Faith G. the past year at the Waldron farm. Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater has em
Berry, accompanist, have been en
for tomorrow will be appropriate for Funeral of Rockland Man
Due to the usual temporary fall gaged to furnish the musical program ployment at the sardine factory in the Feast of St. Matthew and the 14th
Drowned At Bangor To Be
Rockand
and
is
boarding
with
Mrs.
in
connection
with
the
Commandery
change of schedule of trains the aft
Sunday after Trinity: Holy Com
ernoon mail next week will close at installation at Camden Tuesday eve Marguerite Harris.
munion
at
7.30;
church
school
at
9.30;
Held This Afternoon
Miss Christine Giles of Hewett’s Choral Eucharist and sermon at 10.30;
4.55 as the train leaves at 5.35 in ning.
Island was a guest over the weekend vespers at St. George's Long Cove
stead of 6.10.
The body of Capt. George Niles.
President Edwin H. Crie is laying of Mrs. Ela Cook.
at 4 p. m.; vespers at St. John’s,
Mrs. Caroline Thompson who has Thomaston at 7 p. m. Friday; Litany 25, of Rockland, who was drowned
Rockland High School opens its his plans for the opening meeting of
the Maine Central Railroad
football season this afternoon in the Baptist Men's League which takes been the guest of her daughter, Mrs. and Adoration of the Blessed Sacra near
wharf in Bangor Saturday night, was
Skowhegan Gay, Flanagan. Knowl place the third Wednesday in Oc W. W. Godfrey for several weeks, ment at 7.30.
found washing against the wharf, in
• • • •
ton and Duncan were scheduled to tober. E. L. Toner has been named has gone to Concord, Mass., where
almost the exact location where he
she
will
spend
the
winter.
as
chairman
of
the
entertainment
start in the backfield.
“Matter" will be the subject of the went down, by Officer Hayes Thurs
committee, his associates being A. F.
lesson
sermon
in
all
Churches
of
day morning at about 11.30.
Samuel Freedman parted with a McAlary, Rev. J. C. MacDonald, P.
BORN
Christ, Scientist tomorrow. The Officer Hayes was standing at the
ten-spot In Municipal Court yester P. Bicknell and E. L. Brown.
NA8H—At Waldoboro. Sept. li. to Mr citations from the Bible will include: edge of the wharf looking down into
and Mrs. Harold Nash, a daughter.
day when found guilty by Judge
“Therefore If any man be in Christ, the water, when he saw th» bodv rise
Miller of operating an automobile
Col. Basil H. Stinson's face was GRAY—At Brewer, Sept. 18. to Mr. and he is a new creature; old things are to the surface. He shouted to Emery
Mrs. Preston M Gray of Orrlngton, a
wreathed in smiles when he opened
having imperfect lights.
passed away; behold, all things are j Niles, father of the boy, who was
son. Wayne Douglass.
yesterday’s mail and found a gilt- BICKFORD- At Camden. Sept. —. to Mr become new” (II. Cor. 5:17). The I standing only 50 feet away looking
and Mrs. Henry Bickford, a daughter. lesson sermon will also include pas ! down the river awaiting the appear
A full grown peach with a com edged invitation from Gov. Allen to
plexion like a healthy schoolgirl was attend the luncheon to be given by
sages from the Christian Science ance of a United States Coast GuarjJ
MARRIED
shown in The Courier-Gazette office the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
text book, “Science and Health with Cutter from Rockland. A rope was
—At Nashua. N. H .
yesterday by George A. Wooster. It to the President of the United States BRYER-MATHEWS
Aug. 30. by Rev. Mr. Copplestone. Key to the Scriptures” <pg. 182 , 3691. immediately let down and the body
was raised on his premises at 192 Oct. 6, at the Copley Plaza Hotel.
Philip M Bryer of Boothbay and Miss Sunday service is at 10.30 and Wed dragged to shore. Dr. C. H. Scrib
Evelyn E. Mathews of Union.
Limerock street.
nesday evening at 7.30. The read ner, medical examiner, was called to
Capt. E. W. Freeman of the lighter
ing room is at 400 Main street, and ] give a post mortem examination.
DIED
E. C. Moran, Jr., who was defeated Sophia has been on a leave of ab HOOPER—At Boston. Sept. 9. Mrs. is open daily from 2 to 5 p. m.
Perley and Harold Niles, younger
in the recent gubernatorial race by sence due to ill health. This caused
| brothers of the drowned man, were
• • • •
Joseph Hooper, formerly of Martins
16.000 votes has made formal applica a rearrangement of the Snow Marine
ville. aged 69 years, 10 months, 2 days.
I within calling distance and assisted
“The Victorious Christian” is the Officer Hayes.
tion for an inspection of ballots, and Company's forces—Capt. Cecil Carver
CARD
OF
THANKS
topic
of
the
morning
sermon
by
Rev.
Oct. 29 has been fixed as the date, of the tug John C. Morrison taking
The remains were brought to Rock
I wish to extend my sincere thanks to
proceeding alphabetically by counties. Capt. Freeman's place, while John G our neighbors and friends for their kind L. G. Perry, pastor of the Littlefield land bv the Burpee undertakers, and
Memorial
Church.
The
choir
will
Snow went into the pilot house of the ness to us in the death of our father
funeral services will be held at their
for the beautiful flowers they sent. sing "Great Is the Lord" by Lacey and ! parlors this afternoon. Rev. L. G.
J. N. Southard, vice president of Morrison. “Young John" docked a and
Ralph W. Gross and family, Mr. and Miss Sybil Jones will sing a solo.
Perry will officiate.
the North National Bank is confined four-master with the skill for which Mrs. Charles Lee.
Sundav School at 11.45, everybody
to his home bv a nervous breakdown, the family is noted.
welcome. B.Y.P.U. at 6.15. At 7.15
CARD OF THANKS
HERBERT L. MOON
having been stricken suddenly on the
We wish to thank our neighbors and Pastor Perry will preach from the
street yesterday. He rested comfort
The school of instruction of District friends for their kindness and sympathy topic "His Way Is In the Sea.” The
Herbert L. Moon, after a very
ably last night, and his condition No, 11, O.E.S. was held successfully during our recent bereavement: also
who offered their cats; and for the choir will sing the anthem “Sunset,” severe sickness, died Sept. 10. He was
seemed improved this morning.
at Camden Wednesday, with the dis those
beautiful flowers.
and Ernest E. Johnson will sing a born in Rockport, son of Wilson A.
trict deputy worthy grand matron
Mrs. Flora Ames. Misses Eva Amrs and solo. Prayer meeting Tuesday eve
Don’t forget that soccer fame at Mrs. Belle Frost, as instructor. There Helen Ames. Elmer Ames and family, ning at 7.30 and choir rehearsal Fri and Hattie L. (Nichols) Moon. He
came to Rockland as a young man
Community Park this afternoon-- was a large attendance—almost a 100 Mrs. E. M. Adams.
day evening at 7.30.
i and had made his home at the Northlong Cove Swedes and Clark Island percent representation of chapters,
CARD OF THANKS
* » ♦ ♦
end since. June 8, 1924. he was bap
Scots. It will be the first time soccer as only one out of the 11 for this dis
We wish to thank our neighbors and
has over been played in Rockland, and trict was missing, that being Mar friends for their kindness and sympathy “How to Escape Disappointment," tized and joined the Littlefield Memo
our recent bereavement: also for will be the subject of the morning rial Free Baptist Church.
most of us arc curious to know what guerite Chapter of Vinalhaven Sev during
the manv beautiful .floral offerings.
Mr. Moon's life was marked by in
eral past grand officers were present,
Joseph E.'Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. O. G. sermon at Pratt Memorial Methodist
it’s like,
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Taylor. Mr. Church at 10.30. The choir will sing domitable ambition and effort. Long
also a past grand worthy matron of a Kallocb,
and Mrs N. R. Hooper, Mr and Mrs. ’ "Still, Still With Thee," Rogers, and after others had laid aside their daily
George W. Bachelder’s Expressive Florida chapter, formerly of Warren B.
Hooper.
. . .
“Hosanna." Jules Granler. Sunday 1 toll for the needed rest he labored on.
Guy (Chappellc up) won the 2.16 race
School
will convene at 12 noon. Ep j Nor did he seek or enjoy the easier
CARD
OF
THANKS
in •Frederickton. N. B. Wednesday.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge was royally
We
wish
to
thank
all
those
who
assist

worth
League
will gather at 6 p. m. to forms of manual labor. Nothing was
The trick was turned in straight heats, entertained Thursday night by Bethel ed in finding the body of George E. Niles,
discuss
“
How
Can I Know I Am a too hard, too long or too hazardous
the fastest of which was 2.12'.4—Mary Lodge, Union, with a large attend and for the beautiful floral tributes,
Montgomery was winner in the 2.16 ance of Rebekah members from especially the Goast Guard and those Christian?” Carol Gardner will be for him to attempt. His later years
furnished cars.
the leader. At the evening service were marked by the shadow of a great
class at Farmington the same day, Union, Appleton and Rockland. Sup who
*
Mrs. Rose Niles and family
at 7.15 the young people’s orchestra disappointment and physical handi
per preceded the business meeting
doing the best heat in 2.12.
will lead the singing. The choir will cap which would htfve been a legiti
Miriam Rebekah conferred the
sing “Babylon,’ Michael Watson. The mate excuse for relaxation from so
The Knox and Lincoln Association degrees upon two candidates, and in
pastor will preach on “How To Find strenuous a life, but he labored on, and
of Past Noble Grands was entertained the entertainment thereafter inter
There are many times when one God.” The coming week is Rally the over exertion together with the
in Appleton Wednesday evening with esting remarks were contributed by
of years, brought him to his
a large attendance of members who Judge Frank B. Miller and Oliver wishes one could do more to express Week in this church with Church suffering
untimely grave. He had an unwaver
vastly enjoyed the banquet and enter Lovejoy, and Mrs. Nettie Stewart the feeling of respect we all have for Rally Tuesday night; Junior Rally ing faith in prayer, and a loyalty to
tainment provided for them. The gave a reading as part of the program those who have meant so much to us. Thursday afternoon and Primary his friends which were admirable.
But in realiity it is not so difficult Rally on Saturday afternoon. Rally
local members who attended wnre of music and readings.
He never sensed his own physical
to do this. The cost of a memorial Day program next Sunday.
Judge Frank B. Miller; O. B. Lovejoy,
weakness even at the last.
....
P.D.D.P.; W. R. Stewart; Mrs. Nettie
Anyone going through to Boston or is not very great.
Funeral services were held from the
We can show you many beautiful
Stewart, P.D.D.P., Capt. Georg.. 3. |g
nu, Vnrlr
The second sermon on “Effective
New
York within
within nnp
one utpolr
week anrf
and witchwish
of his mother 20 Spruco street,
Horton; Mrs. Winifred Horton. P. D. ing company to help drive, telephone designs—fully suited to your needs Praying” will be given at the First home
Rev. O. W. Stuart officiating, assisted
D. P.; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables, Warren 3-22.—adv
—and we know you will be pleased Baptist Church, Sunday morning at
by Rev. L. G. Perry. Interment, was
Charles Gregory and Mrs. Alta
and satisfied with our service.
10.30, subject: “An Apostle Praying, in Achorn cemetery. Mr. Moon Is
A
request
for
information
will
not
Dimick.
or
The
Secret
of
Power."
The
trio
A FINE COMPLIMENT
survived by his wife (Augusta Pendle
composed of Mrs. Helen Wentworth, ton) his mother. Mrs. Hattie Fitzger
E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
Mrs. Kathleen Marston and Charles ald of Rockland; his father, W. A.
The Rockland Commercial College
1930 Wilson will sing ‘“The Lord Is Mv
has stenographers and bookkeepers . The Rockland Courier-Gazette, one 1855
Moon of Rockport; four children,
WALDOBORO and
of the ablest and best known of
available for business offices—adv.
Salvation," Barrett, and “My Faith Elizabeth, Hattie, Alma and Herbert;
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
Maine newspapers, appears this week
113-115
Looks Up To Thee,” Lachner, sung three brothers—Wilson E. of Rock
in a new dress of type. Always a well
as a duet. “The Narrow-minded port, John and Frank of Portland:
Man" will be discussed In the Church and one sister, Mrs. Myra Shadic of
Continuous service of steaks and printed sheet The Courier-Gazette
School at noon and “Making Christ Camden.
chops and supper specials are now looks unusually attractive in its new
King” will be the Christian Endeavor
featured at Mrs. Thurlow's.
The fall dress. It has been an item of
topic at 6.15 with Annie Grant as
luncheon idea in connection with the considerable expense to the publish
leader. The people's evening service will give his second sermon in the
Ice cream parlors has piet with high ers but they spare no pains in giving
their readers an excellent newspaper.
at 7.15 will open with the prelude and series on “Laughter of Holy Scrip
favor.
109-tf
—Bath Daily ^imes.
big sing. The songs are selected by ture,” his subject being “A King's
the men, and the Brotherhood will Laugh, or the Laugh of Redemption.”
attend in a body. Special music by The happy prayer and praise meet
A HARMONICA CONTEST
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
the Male Quartet. Mr. MacDonald ing comes on Tuesday evening at 7.15.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Billy
Reed,
the
famous
harmonica
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
fJTo Us Printing is mors than
player who won first place in the Na
when
putting words into type.
tional Contest in New York in 1915, It is just
the creation of a work of art,
and
again
in
San
Francisco
in
1917,
METHYL BALM
little announcement
Is to be at the Park Theatre Sept. be itana simple
will bring almost instant relief?
elaborate booklet. Hence
25-27. In connection with his pro or
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
take all the pride of an artist
A scientifically compounded ex
gram he will stage a local harmonica we
in his*craft, in each job; and that
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant vse
ternal application that should be
contest. “Plenty of wind, an car for is the secret of the superlative
are ready to serve you.
in every home. Sold only at
music and a little dexterity in hand quality of The Courier-Gazette
ling the mouth organ," said Mr. Printing.
PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
Johnston’s Drug Store
Reed when asked what the secret of
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
his success was. The Park har
BASSICK BROTHERS
Sant Post -Paid on receipt of pries
monica contest is open to everyone,
Pleasant
Beach
Road,
75 cents
South Thomaston
and valuable harmonicas will be pre
SStf
44Stf
sented to the winner.—adv.

TALK OF THE TOWN

NOW IS THE TIME!

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS

The Courier-Gazette

LEU
TUBE/
Complete with
tubes, $112.50

The M&J^fcDELUXE

in bedroom
sewing room . . .
COMPACT’ will fit every
bungalow . . . school room
requirement of an all-purSvrcer Gr.'d Super-Heterodyne
. . . in a man’s den or in
pose radio set . . . ideal for
the small apartment and is suitable for a fact anyitvhere that a compact receiver
“spare” radio set to stand beside an easy will fit.
J The " ofajeM:

DE

luxe^

COMPACT’ is mounted on
legs, making a beautiful and
serviceable piece ot furniture . . •
but ... in a few seconds the base
and legs may be disengaged and
the receiver placed on table, shelf
or other convenient spot... thus
adding movability and portability
to its performance.

See Your Nearest. *•

dealer-TODAY!!

r

329 Connecticut Blvd.
HARTFORD

MAJESTIC DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

Hartford 82185

Commonwealth 6400

29 Forest Ave.
PORTLAND

$39 Commonwealth Ave. Boston
.

Tel. Preble 1767

House-Sherman, inc.
ELECTRICIANS

Rockland’s Own and Only

Dealer
585-587 Main Street

Telephone 721

Also displayed at Studley’s, Park St.

i|th^ is overwhelming!
Micro-Synchronous

breaking allrecords
New in Design
New in Construction
New in Performance

New in Dollar-for-Dollar Value
New Victor Tone
Dependability That Sets | We Are Proud To Present
A Totally New Standard | TheWonderfulVictorLine

OCTOBER 1st
IS THE OPENING DAYWAIT FOR IT

MaineMusicO?
Victor Representative
. For Knox County .

■■■tf

Page Pouf

Every-Other-Day
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MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street

WARREN

WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nash are the
Levere Jones of Bucksport spent the
parents of a daughter born Sept. 11.
weekend with his family.
Miss Marian Welt has returned
Mrs. Eugene Durgin has bought the from Rockland where she has been
Stetson place.
employed at the Samoset telephone
Twenty-one members of the Sons of exchange this summer.
Union Veterans Auxiliary picnicked at
Miss Evelyn Levensaler Is pass
' the home of Mrs. Flora Mank at Fey- ing the week with her sister, Mrs.
; lers Corner, Waldoboro Wednesday. Arthur Scott, in Bath.
All reported a splendid time and
Edwin F. Storer has returned to
many thanks are due Mrs. Mank for Brockton, Mass.
her hospitality.
Mrss H. L. Kuhn, Mrs. S. H. Wes
Those not solicited for the Rebekah ton and Mrs. J. V. Benner attended
supper Monday should provide pastry the Lincoln County Eastern Star
I if they plan to be present.
Field day held in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Flora Peabody, Clarence
Miss Florence, Keene of Washing
Peabody, Miss Hilda Aspey and Mrs. ton, D. C., is the guest of Mrs. S. H.
Annie Aspey, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Weston.
TODAY’S SPECIALS
1930 Chevrolet Coach $550.
1929 Chevrolet Truck $375
Spear, Irvin Spear, Miss Mildred
Ralph Lovell is at home from Wil
Spear and Leslie Farrington motored limantic, Conn., for a week.
We’ve worked so hard to gain a reputation for square-dealing there is no sale important enough to tempt us
to Orono and Oldtown Sunday.'
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown of
to endanger that reputation
Mrs. Cecil Cushman and son Har West Roxbury, Mass, and Mrs. H. S.
old are spending a week with Mrs. Simmons and daughter, Natalie of
Frank Cushman, Thomaston.
Bath are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Os
Star members who went to the borne Welt.
bor
at
Burnham
and
Morrill's
fac

By Saturday night it is expected •school of instruction held at Camden
ROCKVILLE
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Heming
tory.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett, Mrj. that the road will be completed thus Wednesday were Miss Tena Mc way and family have closed their
Mr. and Maurice Bradford and chil
Mrs. Edith Dingley of Malden, John
furnishing a fine road through from Callum. Mrs. Fred Starrett, Mrs. Har summer home here and returned to
Watts
and
NJrs.
George
Stewdren of Hallowell and S. W. Brad Mass., is visiting at the home of W.
old Drewett. Mrs. Chester Wyllie, Mr. Syracuse. N. Y.
i art motored to Togus Monday eve- Rockland to Union.
ford spent the weekend with W. A. A. Bradford.
Rockville was well represented at and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Fred
Carl Glidden. who has been at E.
Bradford.
Mrs. Emma Bradford is visiting ' ning to a box party given by the Montville Fair Wednesday.
Butler, Mrs. Dana Smith, Mrs. Elbert A. Glidden's, has returned to
Mrs. C. N. Lewis visited over Sun Mrs '•'lorence Vannah in Rockland. Ladies' Auxiliary of Togus Spanish
Starrett,
Mrs.
Laura
Starrett.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young of
Charlestown, Mass.
day with her son Arthur Lewis at
A. G Jamieson went to Boothbav War Veterans. Over 500 were pres
ent. Music was furnished by Togus South Bliot called on friends here Sidney Wyllie, Mrs. Edward Seavey.
Miss Jennie Cochrane and Miss
We' slay.
the Harbor.
i
Mrs.
Benjamin
Watts
and
Mr.
and
Helen Cochrane of Hallowell have
\rzella Creamer visited Mrs. orchestra for the dancing. Lunch Thursday.
Frederick Ellison of Wadswor*
Mrs.
Fred
Mank.
Ivy
Chapter
was
was served. Tlie party was a great
Mrs. Helen Ames spent two days represented in the exemplification of been guests of Mrs. Nellie B. Wade.
O: ’ e last week.
Point is spending a few days in Eo.- O’
The annual meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Fales made a success.
with Mrs. Lizzie Davis of Rockland. tire rvotk by Mrs. Elbert Starrett as
ton.
Miss Georgia Leavitt of Malden,
Comery Cemetery Association will be
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hussey visited business trip to Portland Wednesday. Mass.,
"Martha,"
and
Mrs.
Harold
Drewett
If
one
is
wakened
from
peaceful
is a weekend guest of Dana
held at the home of Ellis Decoster
Mrs. Byron Thompson acted as
relatives at Port Clyde last week.
slumbers in the early morning as associate matron.
Sherer and family.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Burns spent n assistant store keeper during their A.Clarence
George
O'Brien
has
painted
his
Lamson is able to be out hours by the unpleasant odor of
Mrs. Sarah Palmer and Miss Lois
•absence.
few days of this week in Boston.
buildings
at
Oyster
River.
Several of the men folks are now again after several days' illness skunk there is no need to worry for Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington Palmer have been visiting relatives
Mrs. Olive Orne went to Thomastr
fear the black and white creature
in Nobleboro.
Monday to visit Mrs. T. J. Bradford engaged in the clamming business. which confined him to his home.
Fred Keene is having his house has gotten into the house for it is were pleasantly surprised Wednes
, he season opened last Monday.
Dr. and Mrs. Day find family who
for a few days.
day evening after prayer meeting by
only
indications
that
S.
P.
Barrows
shingled.
Fred
Partridge
is
doing
Miss June Vose gave a party Tues
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall were in
the Ghost Club whose members had have occupied the Sampson house
has
caught
and
killed
another
of
the
the
work.
day evening to a group of playmates
on Friendship street this summer
South Hope Tuesday.
altogether too plentiful little ani assembled at the Montgomery parlors. have returned to New York.
Annie Doe, Edith Havener and in honor of her eighth birthday anni It is very gratifying to see' the mals.
A
social
evening
was
spent
by
play

'
road
receiving
its
last
coat
of
tar.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark are in
Ethel Vose are employed at the Har versary.
ing games and with delicious home
- — made
candies as refreshments. Laconia. N. H.
Prof. Jasper J. Stahl has returned
Chester Wyllie with a few well chosen
words presented the honor guests to Pottstown, Pa. He was accom
with a gold piece in behalf of the I panied to Portland by his mother,
Jbr Economic. importation
Mrs. A. F. Stahl, who will remain
club.
-----------Mrs. Charles McKellar and Mrs. a few days.
Dr. and Mrs. M. L. Palmer have
Parker McKellar' spent Thursday
CHOOSE A SIX
IFS WISE TO
with the Charles Wellingtons, South been guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. L.
Deymore in Freeport. Mrs. Carrie
Warren road.
Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr., and sons Ab MiUer, who has been visiting there,
bott and Ellis left their summer home j returned with them.
last week for Massachusetts, Mrs. i Mr .and Mrs. Nelson Thompson
Spear to return to her home in New of Dorchester. Mass., are guests of
ton Center and the young men to re Mrs. Annie Thompson.
Rodney Thompson of Rockland
turn to Harvard.
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington and Miss Helen Thompson of Hart
will attend a wedding at East Auburn I ford. Conn., were recent visitors in
town.
Monday.
Eleven tables of bridge were in play
Wednesday evening in the beautiful
SOUTH WALDOBORO
new home of Mrs. Flora Peabody with
following were recent visitors
Mrs. Peabody and Mrs. Benjamin atThe
the home of Rev. and Mrs. T. H.
j Starrett as hostesses. First honors Fernald:
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Pratt,
j were captured by Mrs. Boynton I
Mass.: Rev. George Da
Maxey, Miss Mary Wyllie, and W. H. Greenfield.
Jay: Mrs. Christine Hawthorne,
Robirison. Other honors were carried vis,
off by Mrs. Elmer Jameson and Wil Miss Elida Hawthorne, Mrs. Sarah
liam Barrows. A delectable lunch Bagley Wright, Woolwich: Mrs. Alice
consisting of chicken sandwiches, | Dodge. Wiscasset; Mrs. William Mc
fruit salad, brownies, fancy cookies I Roberts. Mrs. Ida Libbey. Mrs. Roscoe
and hot chocolate was pleasingly Libbey and Roy Hall of East Lebanon
Once you drive a six-cylinder car,
and Mrs. Herbert Clark of Sanford.
served.
»
,
Willis Vinal is away for the week I Rev. T. H. Fernald Is visiting his
traveling for the Ma Club which will former parishioners in East Lebanon
you will quickly recognize its finer
take him to many parts of the State. and South Parsonfield.
Mrs. T. H. Fernald and guests from
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Skinner had
performance! For a Six is so
as dinner guests Sunday. Mrs. Mini?’" East Lebanon took an auto ride to
Skinner. Bernard Skinner. Mr. nnd Friendship. Thomaston and Warren
I Mrs. Harold Skinner and son Everett Wednesday of last week.
smooth . . . quiet... flexible . . .
The union Sunday School is to
of Winthrop. Bertelle Skinner and
Miss Mildred Seigels of Augusta. In take on new life, now the summer
and comfortable! And the sixi the afternoon they motored to Spruce vacations are over.
Miss Edith Winchenbach of New
Head where they were joined by Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Dodge at the Dodge York City has returned to her home
after a short visit with her aunt and
cylinder Chevrolet is one of the
cottage.
I
A new floor is being laid at the cousin Mrs. Isa Morton and Mrs.
Edna Turner. She also visited other
Postoffice.
world’s lowest priced automobiles.
relatives and friends while here.
LINCOLNVILLE
PORT CLYDE
It costs no more for gas, oil or
Mrs. R. D. Seavey who is the guest
A reception will be held for Rev.
and Mrs. H. M. Purrington Tuesdav of her niece. Miss Hortense Wilson,
upkeep than any other car you
evening at 8 o'clock at the Baptist in Thomaston, attended the recep
tion and tea given in the New MontChurch.
Barrett Clark returned Monday pelier on Tuesday afternoon in
can buy. Come in—today. In a
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. K.
from Hopewell, Va.
The town fair will be held Oct. 1 Curtis.
Miss Celia Chadwick has returned
few minutes you will see what fine
and plans are being made by an
able corps in charge to make. this j from Monhegan and has rented the
the best and largest ever. Mrs. Cora tenement over the postoffice and Is
quality is built into the Chevrolet
Drinkwater has charge of the flower moving her household goods into it.
department and requests any and ! A crew of men are working on the
all who have flowers to bring them west shore road and a great imSix—and what real value it offers.
•
\
for exhibit. Mrs. Drinkwater spe- provement is being made,
cializes in dahlia raising and gladi- I The Port Clyde society of Willing
olas and has a thousand gladiolas. | Workers v.as entertained Tuesday
a large variety of dahlias, asters and night at the home of Herbert Elwell
Some Distinguishing
petunias. Over 50 persons called at at Tenant's Harbor.
Miss Mabel Robbins of this place
the farm on Sunday.
Features
Mrs. Ermina Miller is passing a and Lewis Young of Thomaston were
week with her sister, Mrs. Ada Mor married Sept. 10 at the home of the
n
bride. Rev. H. S. Kilbom of Thom
ton In Belmont.
50-horsepower six-cylinder motor
aston officiating.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Hanaford
who
'1
have been guests for ten days of L.
6. Russ, returned to Boston Tuesday.
... de luxe wire wheels at no extra
Miss Nellie M. Wagar is meeting.
s
with good success in her good work.
cost... a wide variety of attractive
On Sunday at 10.30, her first meet
ing was largely attended. She comes I
here from Missoula, Montana. She i
new colors... modem, long, semiha5 had experience in all church i
work, in organizing Christian En
elliptic springs . .. fully-enclosed
deavors. Sunday Schools, etc., and
all hope that the community may'
be greatly benefited by her efforts;
four-wheel brakes... Fisher hard
and that she may receive good sup
port.
Mrs. Roland Grant, teacher of
wood-and-steel bodies . . . safety
Miller District school, was a guest
for the weekend of her husband.
gasoline tank in the rear... and,
Roland Grant of Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Gray and
son Junior accompanied by Mr. and
for your protection, a new and
Mrs. Paul Manson, a superintendent
of Plymouth Cordage Works, also
liberal Chevrolet service policy.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sampson, a Ply
mouth store manager and Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Howland, all of Plymouth.
Mass., were entertained recently at I
S°° »OO«
the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Dickey at Miller's Comer.
for,, '"•m) > h Tub Ond

Drive a Six
and you’ll buy a Six

ET

CHEV
Sport Roadster..

Club Sedan.........

Sedan Delivery......... 1595

(/tach...................

Sedan....................

Light Delivery
Chassis.....................$365

■4515
• ■4565
Coupe................... .. .$%5
Sport Coup*!____ ..4615

-.4625
..4675
Special Sedan... ■4685
(6 wire wheels standard

on Special Sedan)

•495

With Cab....................$470
(Pick-up box extra)

SIX

Roadster Delivery. $440

(Pick-up box extra)

1

Ton Chassis... $520

Wlth.Cab.................. $625

Prices j.o. b. Flint, Michigan. Special equipment extra

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland

Vc c,°»on s Bu,l' ina Sh°^»rfK.

MAN CAN’T SLEEP, 6E1S
NEfiVOUS. HATES PEOPLE
“I could not sleep and got so nerv
ous I hated everybody. Since taking
Vinol, I can sleep 10 hours and feel
full of pep all day.”—Julius Bender.
For 30 years doctors have pre
scribed Vinol because it contains im
portant mineral elements of iron, cal
cium and co! liver peptone. The very
FIRST bottle brings sound sleep and
a BIG appetite. Nervous, wornout
people are surprised how qCICK Vi
nol gives new life and pep! Tastes
delicious. *C. U. Moor & Co., Drug
gists.

Warm weather ia the time to treat

BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.

RHEUMATISM
Take Buxton's Rheumatic Specific.
For sale by all leading drug stores.
Let us send you a'booklet. Buxton
Rheumatic
Medicare Co.,
Abbot
Village, Maine.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Scatter
5-American poet
8-Representative
13- Loud sound
14- Raves
16- Prefix meaning “oil”
17- Famous English

x

18- Choo8e
19- River
Bohemia
20-Tax
22-Garden flower (pi.)
24-Sew lightly
26- Arouse
27- Make certain
29-Breakfast food
32-The total
33- Perplexing problem:
35-Short for “Edward"
37-Japanese sash
38- Pinch
39- Merry
40- Close embrace
41-Corrosive
45- Mother of man
46- Diffident
49-Empower
51-Tears asunder
52- Stratagem
64-Fix on a stake

58 59

bl b3 b4

b5
b&

•

rr

1 70

tf)

q

|

54 55 5b

essayist

lb

15

25

3L

12

II

19

21

50

10

9

HORIZONTAL (Colt.)
57-Haven
80-Noose
61-Stop
65- Precious stone
66- Facility
67- Recitals
6S-Scoff
69- Austere
70- Half a score

71-Jokes
VERTICAL
1- C!eave
2- Pair of horses
S-Spring
d-'istlcs
C-Chum
C-lndividual
7-And so forth

VERTICAL (Cont.)
25-Nuts that grow ia
the ground
26- Royal mace
27- Book for
photographs
28- County in Con

r

naught province,
Ireland
30- Spiritual being
31- Go away from
32- Ancient Order of
Hibernians (abbr.)
34-Small gift
36-Stain
'■
41- Overlay inner
y
surface of roof ’(
42- M ien
43- 1*cughens

44-Sheath
‘►7-Dcaler In cloths

49- 1n front of
50- Artifices

(Latin—abbr.)
9-Gland swelling
10- 0therwise

53-lssues forth

55- A defensive ditch

11- Never (poet.)
12-Trunk
14- Retreat
15- One who makes a

statement
21-Close
23-P!ural t’tle

1

(*

56- Attitude
58- Tree with poisonou*
juice (Java)
59- Manner of walking
C2-Consume
V:63-Beverage

64-Japanase coin
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)

LADIES’ TRESSES

| For The Courier-Gazette |
Now that it’s Setember,
Look you everywhere.
See the dainty flowers
All so white and fair.

Quietly they’re standing
As they watch the sun.
From the early morning
Till the day is done.
With a dainty perfume
They scent the air around.
But to reach the fragrance
Wc must kneel to ground.
For these little flowers.
Dainty, white and sweet.
Are the Ladies’ Tresses
Growing at our feet!
Clara S. Overlock
Washington. Me.

VINALHAVEN
L. A. Coombs is making repairs on I
I. L. Hall's cottage at Shore Acres, j
and E. L. Glidden is at work on the i
Waiter Morton bungalow.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry enter
tained friends Thursday evening at
their home.
Mrs. Luther Burns has returned to
Boston.
Union Church Circle, work com
mittee, was entertained Thursday at
the vestry by Mrs. Mary L. Arey.
Five comforters were tied.
Mrs. L. R. Smith returned Thurs- ,
day from North Haven where she
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Noyes.
Mrs. Ira Smith returned Thursday
from Boston.
Mrs. Ola Ames entertained the
Needlecraft Club at her home Wed
nesday evening.
Mrs. Helen Smith and Sophronia
Tolman returned Thursday from
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harris who have
been at Rockaway Inn, left Thurs
day for Chicago.
B. L. Lane was in Rockland this
week to attend the Christian Science
lecture.
K. Vinal Smith and Miss Cecelia
Payeska left Monday to resume their
studies at the New England Conserv
atory of Music.
Fred Malcolm who has been at his
summer home on School street, left
Saturday for New York.
Ora Young spent the weekend with
friends in Rockland.
Neil Calderwood has returned to
University of Maine, and Keith Car
ver to Wentworth Institute, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kittredge left
Thursday for a motor trip to the
White Mountains with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Snow of Rockland.
Mrs. Mark Smith left Friday for
Boston, called by the illness of her
husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson re
turned Thursday.
Officers of Marguerite Chapter,
O.E.S. are requested to be present
at rehearsal of the work Monday eve
ning at 7 o’clock. D. D. W. G. M.
Belle Frost of Rockland will be pres
ent Oct. 6 for inspection of the
Chapter.
Miss Callie Payson of Hope is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coombs.
Mrs. Mary Daniels who has been
the guest of her uncle, O. P. Lyons,
returned Thursday to Medford. Mass.
Mrs. Mary Noyes entertained Tues
day at Eastholm, the following party,
Mrs. Reuben Carver, Mrs. Annie Ben
ner, Mrs. Albert Carver. Mrs. Eva
Smith, Mrs. Lillian Treat, Mrs. E. G.
Carver and daughter Celeste.
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Daily Service
Except Sunday

to

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND
cJtoamer

Freight and Passenger Service
Sail on the “CAMDEN” or “BEL
FAST," any night except Sunday, at
8 P. M. Standard Time for Boston.
Connections at Boston with direct
steamer to New York.
Steamer
leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M. Standard
Time daily, except Monday, for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings.
Steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
Standard Time daily, except Monday,
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings. '
Steamers “BELFAST" or “CAM
DEN" sail daily except Monday at 5
A. M. Standard Time for Camden,
Belfast, Bucksport, and Bangor.
Automobiles Carried
For reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTER^

gtpamuhlp lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
81'MMER ARRANGEMENT
Eastern Standard Tim®
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven caijy — j, tJ5
Sunday at 7.60 A. AI. and 1.00 P. >1. Arriv«
Ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. AI. and 2.20 I*. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. an£
3.30 p. M. direct fur Vinalhaven, arriving at
10.50 A. At. and 4.50 P. M.
Stonington and Swan's Island Lina
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.00 A. M.,
Stonington 6.55. North Haven 7.50, due to ar
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning,
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 5.00 3’. M.
7I-tf
K h STETSON. General Agent

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the famlllaa
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Tsl. Day 450 ;

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
ROCKLAND
Osteopathic Physician

35 LIMEROCK ST.

Mrs. Grover Wotton,■ who has been
employed at Owl's Head Inn during
the summer, has returned home.

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND

Telsphenee 1298; Resldenee 2BS-M

781-1

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Telephone 136

DR. PERLEY R. DAMO1
Dentist
302

MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, M

Telephone 915-M
, _

8Std
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"Aladdin’s Modern Lamp”
By rubbing bis magic lamp, Aladdin, famous in fairy tales,

have made this vast power available to us at a cost within

summoned a wonderful genie, a spirit of unlimited power,

the easy reach of everyone.

who carried out his every wish. Sparkling palaces gleam*

ing with a thousand lights—a princess for his bride—
wealth, luxury, power.

♦♦
♦

how to put these modern power-slaves to work for them;
whose standard of living has been raised; whose pleasures

Aladdin’s Modem Lamp—the fairy tale come true! Tcday
we all have Aladdin’s power at our command; such lux

$♦

The most successful people are those who have learned

ury and such inventions for our pleasure and convenience
as even Aladdin did not dream of or hope for.

have been increased, labors lightened, energies conserved.

Ard, as with the individual, so with the community. The

z
J

outstanding community of today is the one whose people

£
jZ»

demand and make use of every modern convenience in light

Light, heat, transportation, power. Cur public utilities cf

ing heating, transportation and power; who invite public

today have placed millions of horse-power ?t our command

utilities to serve them, and make it attractive for these

to be summoned at our lightest wish. And more, they

modern genii to gratify their every wish.

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers in

FORD PRODUCTS_________

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texeco Co.
GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

THE FLINT BAKERY
MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET___ TEL. 966

TEL. 64S-W

ROCKLAND

Central Maine Power Company
Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNINQ

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
G. A. LAWRENCE

KNOX COUNTY'S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

UVINGSTON MFG. CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
F. J. SIMONTON CO.
THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
COR. MAIN a PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Eetabli.hed 1868

Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN a LIMEROCK STS.

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

SesstcrCreiEi®

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

REAL ESTATE

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

CwaUsT)

THURSTON OIL CO.

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

THE REXALL STORE

FINE CONFECTIONERY

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

Camden

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

ROCKLAND

_____________ ROCKLAND, MAINE______________

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

TEL. 727

FIREPROOF GARAGE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

I. L. SNOW CO.

TAVERN STUDIO

MARINE RAILWAYS

Antiques Bought and Sold

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

15 HIGH STREET

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

S
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In Everybody’s Column

Wanted
THOMASTON
ROCKPORT
The Belated Kiss
Mrs. Albert T. Gould has closed the
The woodwork and trimmings ot
WANTED—Girl or woman tor house
work
Address F. E. M.. care Courier- J
family summer home on Main street thc Summit House on Beech Kill
for Loretta
*
Oazette.
113*lt
and will leave Sunday for her win- owned by Jonathan Gribbel are being
Lost and Found
WANTED—Middle aged woman or glrH
ter residence in Boston. She will re- re-painted, the work being done by
By BEATRICE VANDEGRIFT
FOUND—Junior High and Eastern Star to go to Boston to do general house
turn in October to prepare her plants R. L. Rankin of Lincolnville,
A. P. MILLER. 116 Cedar St.
pins. Inquire at THE COURIER-GA- work." MRS
__________________________ 113*115
and shrubbery for winter.
Miss Ruth Miller is attending Rock- <<T WANT you to marry me, LorIf you have been waiting for
ETTE Office.
113-115
* etta Poole,” said the perfectly
WANTED—Second hand cook stoves.
At its Thursday evening meeting land Commercial College,
prices to reach bottom—come now
LOST
—
Last
Thursday
afternoon
on
Paying good prices. ROCKLAND FUR
tlie Baotist Church elected Miss Friday, Sept. 26. is the date of the strange man at tlie studio party.
for ours are already there!
St., blue ond gray pocketbook, NITURE CO. Tel. 427-R.
113-tf
Loretta had never been nt a
Wills probated: Albert Copeland, M. Cummings, Kfetry T. Cummings, Main
containing money. Reward. Return to
Beverley Wellman chorister of the sale and supper to be given by the
Tremendous Reductions on these
WANTED
—
By
girl
attending
Rockland
studio party in New York before. late of Warren. Flora C. Peabodjfcand guardian: Lillian A. Cole, Helen 55 Gay St. Tel. 73-J. _________113-115
young people's choir. This choir Fred A. Norwood. W.R C.
greatest values ever offered. Come
Commercial
College
chance
to
work
FOUND—Adrift Sept. 15, between Bull board and room. LENA K. SARGENT,
in—nose around and you will see
will sing at the Sunday evening serv-1 Church Night was observed last But the tall, gorgeous, sophisticated N. B. Eastman. Exxs.; Alma E. Har- Cole Lord, guardian.
113-115
jces
j Wednesday evening at the Methodist Irma who shared her apartment nnd low. late of South Thomaston, Helen Petitions lor license to sell Personal buoy and Old Cllley bell, a white skiff | Tel. 990-M or 994.
a lot. It will give you an idea
motor
attached.
w,NTPr,E
Pv
mVmhout-board
“7hXme b
Vr,°Vl
M\raOwner
y Box j —
CadUlaP^.
w“lsHoffeCea„d enlendld
inne^
of the unbelievable value offered
i Capt. J. E. Creighton. Samuel vestry, whiefi proved a very profit- worked in the same advertising M.Rackliff, Exx.; Aaron W. Winchen- Estate granted: Estate of Emery B. with
with her, had brought her on bach, late of Thomaston. Charles M Hart. Alice J. Hart, Exx.
here. We have a fine selection of
Creighton Charles Copeland and A. able gathering. About thirty-five sat firm
pay nig charges. E. L. MALOt
ch^nge for a cottage of equal value on
impulse of the moment.
Starrett, Exr.; Carrie W. Erikson, late Petition for -allowance granted: 85, Port Clyde, Me.____________
3ocean or iake. Will trade farm of
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
W Hatch left Tuesday on a trip to down to a bountiful supper, following anLoretta
had
been
casually
Intro

of
Rockland,
Swen
Erikson
Exr.;
Alice
Seavey.
LOST--Last
Saturday
evening
be•
with
good
a
PP{e
*
nd
mpnle
Special
Stoves, in fact everything
Montreal. They will spend several which a meeting of the Official Board duced to the man earlier In the eve
Mary E. Dyer, late of Rockland. Petitions for license to sell real tween George Hart s store and mv rest- (’rnc^a^; *
to make a home. We also carry
days in Canada.
t0?k place.
dence
on
Broadway,
or
on
the
road
to
have
you
to
offer
.
BOX
194.
Belfast.
Me.
ning, but had not caught his name,
Miss Elizabeth Knight of Rock- Mr. and Mrs. C. Wolcott Henry lie was tall and lean, with a slight Philip A. Dyer, Exr.: James D. Fisk, estate filed for notice: Estates Ear! Anglers Farm tn Union 100 pound bag___________________________________ iu-n« a complete line of Store and
land and Miss Alcada Hall of Thom- have closed their summer home on dark mustache which gave him an late of Rockland, Ada D. Dalzell. R. Titus, filed by Arthur J. Titus of of pheasant food. ERNEST C. DAVIS. WANTED—Warm room with board for Office Furniture.
Exx.; Frank T. Smith,, late of Troy, New York City. gOardian; Arthur F. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
111-113 ; single woman. Can supply own bedding.
aston entertained friends at Miss ^auchamp ffomt and returned
air of kindly cynicism. lie had New York, Julia E. Smith, Exx.
ROCKLAND
Would like to occupy room soon. Ref
Titus filed by Ruth L. Baker of Long
_ ..
nt
TcioriH Cincinnati foi trie winter.
erences furnished.
“E. L.,” care The
Leila Clark s cottage at GaV s *s ‘
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon- stood a bit apart from the others—
Beach. California, guardian.
Wills
filed
for
notice:
Albert
F
FURNITURE
CO.
Courler-Oazette.
___________________
112*114
For
Sale
Wednesday evening. A ciamoaKe
/
the long-haired man who raved on
Accounts allowed: Estates Katie M.
furnished an introduction to card da^evenmg at the home of Mrs. Mil Nordicism and the doom of the the Vose. late of Union, naming Oscar W
Formerly occupied by Rockland
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
Cay,
first
and
final.
Cora
K.
Carlton
"
-------------------------------f
Rhodes.
of Rockport, Exr.; W. T.
____ _
. pa
Produce Co.
playing. The guests were Mr. and dred
—the white-cheeked, red-lipped Carroll
Johnston of Rockland, naming WU- Executrix; Edward K. Spear, first and pair Chinchilla rabbits, young and pure ____________________________________ 112-tf
The residence of C. L. Veazie is be- ater
Telephone 427-R
Mrs. Fred Snow. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
re-shingled. J. Carleton Davis girls who incessantly smoked and liam A. Johnston. Exr.; Mattie flnal- Eugene R. Spear. Admr; bred Both pairs $10. E L CLARK.
WANTED—Girl for general housework,
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
talked without looking at a person. Kankas. late of South Thomaston. Hannah E. Danforth, first and final, Friendship. Tel. 128-2 Waldoboro.113*115 good
Snow. Miss Agnes Flanagan Miss having
*
* of the work.
cook. MRS. FRANK L. BERRY.
charge
llOSTtf
222 Broadway._____________________ 112-114
Margaret Egan, Miss Mary Pratt. The Johnson Society will meet One red-headed girl ia green had naming Hilnfa Kankas. Exx.; Charles John R. Danforth, Ex.; Rosannah H.
risen, sung a sna’tdh or two of a
FOR SALE—Ripe tomatoes for can
WANTED—Experienced waitress, must
Fred Ralph, Oscar Wishman,
, Harold
t-,1 i. Wednesday
iieuiieoua* evening
tiuiik with
wiVii AVAL
Mrs.
o. Itlid*
RusA Overlook, late of'Thomaston, nam- Smith, first and final. Harry P.
tl Bu delivered, fine value. SAOE be neat and reliable. Good pay and I
Leach. Osgood Gilbert, John Blac. se]1 gtapies at her fiOme on commer- song, and sat down In the middle ot ing Ella M. Overlock Exx.; James A Smith, Ex.; Julie E. Crabtree, third ning.
& CHATER. Camden. Tel. 274.
113*115 steadv employment to right party. Ap
a bar with a weary, “Oh, punk!”
and Jerome Burrows of Rockland
ply PARK STREET CAFE AND SEA
cial street.
Work Done Anywhere
FOR SALE—Two burner oil stove with GRILL, Rockland._________________ 112-114
The man was a little different, Teel of Matinicus Isle Plantation. a:’d foial. George L. St. Clair, conAmbrose Wallace is having a two Mrs. Addie Russ and Mrs. Minnie
naming
Eugenia
A.
Teel,
Exx.
sertator,
George
E.
Barnes,
first
and
oven,
ln
good
condition.
MRS.
SIDNEY
weeks vacation from his duties as Weed spent Sunday at West Rock- nnd now he had incredibly asked
WANTED-Oil
burner
salesman
Ap

OXTON.
12
Warren
St.
112-114
Prompt Service
_ ....
,
. , , . ..
. final. Sarah A. Barnes, Exx.; Ellen B.
her to marry him, standing beside
ply A. T. NORWOOD. Warren. Me
Petitions for ajlninik ration grantfirst and fina, Ohve Keizer
captain of the guard at the State
guests Of prcd and Robert Sim
___________________________________
112-117
FOR
SALE
—
A
stroller,
ln
good
condi

her on the small grilled balcony off i*f’nES^le’LMarJ ISi'wUu HeJUZ' lat' conservator guardian; Albertina WinWater pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Prison. Accompanied by his wife mons
tion. TEL.. 709-V.'.
112-114
WANTED-Capable middle-aged worn- ’ Inside and Out. Digging included.
sfudio, and looking down into of Rockland, naming Walter J. Henry. capaw first and
Elbrid
A
and daughter and Mrs. George Mrs Emma stamp of Portland is in tlie
FOR
SALE
—
At
a
bargain,
a
one-ton
I
an
will
care
for
a
semi-lnvaltd.
or
keep
used to be a stable yard, Admr.; Delphme A. Knight, late of wincapaw, Ex.; Ella E. Lovejoy, first
Pipes Wired Out.
Sewers Dug,
ALBERT HALL, Beechwoods St.. I house for an elderly woman or business
O'Brien of Vassalboro, he motored to town visiting her daughter, Mrs. what
pale in the wet light of a blurred Camden, naming Isabel J. Tyler, i aud final, Aldana C. Spear, Admr. truck
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Thomaston._______________________ 112-114 couple. Go anywhere. Address E D. 2
Bingham Thursday.
Clyde Spear.
42-4.
FOR SALE -Cottage near Belfast. Me. I Congo St.. Thomaston. Me. Phone a.
Plugged.
Cesspools
Dug and
)Admr.: Ashael A. Norton, late of cta
Twenty members of Orient Lodge Miss Winnifred Andrews who has moon.
111*113
consider cabin boat as part pay
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
Loretta had not had a love affair South Thomaston, naming Jonathan
went to Tenant's Harbor Thursday been spending the summer with her
Petitions to determine inheritance Would
Instructor.I
ment.
Address
J.
M..
care
Rockland
1
WANTED
—
Tap
dancer
Floors Cemented and
111-113 | Deeper.
night and worked the Master Mason sister, Mrs. Everett Fales, returned ln her twenty-four years. She had Norton, Admr.; Charles MacDonald, tax granted: Estates Albentina A. Courier-Gazette.
112-117 : Write BOX 42. Rockland.
never even been kissed. One day. late of Rockland, naming Alexander Wincapaw, Katie M. Gay.
Walls Repaired.
degree.
Tuesday to Boston.
FOR SALE-One two horse wagon and;
WANTED- Women — Whole or part
nt "forfeits” in the school MacDonald. Admr.; Nathifti N. Leach, Petitions for administration filed: one one-horse sled ln excellent condition, time, to take orders for dressy. Two
At the Baptist Church Sunday the , The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist playingJack
Moselle, the bad boy of late, of Warren, naming Loring J.
MRS SADIE H. SIMMONS, Waldoboro. I orders dally pays $18.08 weekly. BOX 85.
order of services will be Sunday church will serve a public baked bean yard,
C. E. Jones, late of Washing My.
S. E. Eaton
, R. p. 3. ____________________ 112*114 ] Mattapan. Mass.__________________ 111-113
town, was offered the penalty of Orff, Admr.; Harry P. Buchanan, Estates
ton,
asking
that
Harry
T.
Webber
of
School at 9.45, morning worship at supper Oct. 8 at the vestry.
T£L.
534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
Ia
FOR
SAL®
—
Stroller,
without
top.
WANTED
Young
girl
lo
care
(or
small
either
kissing
Loretta
Poole
or
11. Topic, "His Purchased Posses Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill of drinking down a glass of water with late of Camden, naming Mary A Washington be appointed Admr; Dora ln tine condition. 103 UNION ST. city. child.
Apply
MILADY'S
SPECIALTY
44Stf
112-114 SHOPPE, Slain St.
10»-lf
sions;" 7 p. in. topic, "Christ's Chal Boston are the guests for two weeks a live ant in it He chose the lat Buchanan, Admr.; Nettle E. Wilkins. F. Metcalf, late of Rockland, asking Tel. 952.
late
of
Rockport,
naming
Margaret
that
Harry
F.
Sukeforth
of
Colorado
of
hls
sister.
Mrs.
James
Miller,
Me

FOR
SALE
—
Farms
large
and
small.
WANTED
—
Long
haired
shaggy
cals
anil
lenge.”
ter—he, the scum of town, who Robbins. Admr.; Arthur N. Lawrence, be appointed Admr.
Good bargains, on ea3y terms. Investl- , kittens. Write color, age and sex. JOHN S.
Miss Alice M. Gates of Adrian, chanic street.
R. W. JEWELL
lived across the railroad tracks, late of Rockland, naming Dorothy B
Me.
ItANLETT, Hockvllle, Me. Tel. 312-14
Inventories filed: Estates Edwin gate M. R MILLER, East UHjon. 112*114
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Merrifield
of
Michigan, is the guest of Mrs. Caro
11111*114
whose
mother
was
a
washerwoman
Salisbury,
N.
H.
who
have
been
visit

Lawrence.
Admx.;
WiUiam
G.
Sage.
J.
Tippett,
late
of
Vinalhaven,
$157.36:
line Watts.
nnd whose father was spoken of
FOR SALE -A. B gas range with oven
WANTED—Agenta In Dockland and vicinity
Capt. Blanchard Orne who moved ing Mrs. Merrifield's sister. Mrs. Irvin only in whispers by the nice people late of Camden, naming Clam D Rosannah H. Smith, late of Rock- broiler and 3 burners. In excellent con to sell Christmas cards; $1 assortment con
dition.
A
bargain
for
cash.
Tel.
186-R
taining
XI pieces 50 per cent profit. SAItAH
Cain,
left
Thursday
for
Union
where
Shater.
Admx.
land,
$2000;
Mary
E.
Dickey,
late
of
his family from Pleasant Point to
of town . . . Jack Moselle, who
Petitions for license to sell real es- Thomaston, $372.99; Hattie E. Mills, 64 SUMMER ST. city.____________ 111*113 STONE STUDIOS. Bangor, Me._______ IIEi-tf
Thomaston several years ago and they will remain for a few days before sulked In the back seats of the
FOR SALE—Eight ptgs. 6 weeks old.
WANTED —Experienced stitchers st ilODpurchased for a residence a house returning to their home. ,
AUTO MOVING
classroom, coming sometimes to life tate granted: Ellen B. Delano. Olive late of Camden. $1860; Alvene 8. An- price right. THOMAS G. MESSER. KR.N PANTS CO.______________________ 92-tf
on Beechwoods street has found the Mr. and Mrs Cyrus H.K. Curts in English class to give a moody, E Keizer guardian; Muriel and Lelah drews, late of Rockport, $145.10.
111*113
Across the Street
Union. Tel. 4-32.
WANTED—To loan money on auto, house
town a very desirable place to live , and Mrs. Curtis sister. Miss Cuff
or
disconcerted original recitation that
FOR SALE—1924 Hupmoblle touring. hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
in. He has shown his appreciation left early Thursday morning on the made the teacher- afrai^ to call on
Al condition. $45; New 1930 Durant cent per month on unpaid balancea. KNOX
Across the Country
w
CAME
A-VISITING
SARGON
IS
PRAISED
sedan.
Bargain
for
cash
or
trade.
PAY

FINANCE
CO.,
16
School
St.,
opp.
Postofflce.
by building a jiew and roomy ell, Curtis yacht “Lyndonia for N
him again. The town bad boy had
Loads Wanted At Once for
105-tf
SON-NASH CO. East Union.
111*113
building cement walks and a garage York. Enroute they will make
chosen not to kiss her! Loretta
Portland
FOR SALE Horses—Four pair heavy
and has added to his lot by purchas- stops at Portland and Bostom
had never forgotten the humiliation Kennebec Poultrymen Drop Julia E. Patterson Speaks horses
Every Load Insured
now hauling pulpwood at Vinal
To
Let
ing a strip of land 50 feet wide, parMr. and Mrs. T. Charlton Henry, of It.
haven. will be sold any time between
49 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 837
Into Knox County To Get
Well of Famous Remedy
now and Oct. 1. Tel. North Haven 9-11.
allel to his southern line. For sev- "’ho have been summering at thei
TO LET—Two furnished light house
"I want to’marry you.” the man
_________________________________
112*114 j
Address
B.
C.
WORCESTER.
Vinalhaven.
keeping rooms, gas and cook stove,
eral years first as mate and later as Beauchamp Point cottage, returned repeated.
Our Styles
Me.
111*116 adults only.
MRS. CARL OLSON. 19
/
waters
Thursday
to
their
home
at
Philadel"My
stomach
was
terribly
acid;
Loretta
protested
that
she
did
not
captain he sailed over many113-115
FOR SALE- Seven shoats. $12 each. D Myrtle St.
’
I'd been having attacks of bilious H BURNS. Oak St., Rockport Tel
know him, that she lia.1 Just met
but phia.
in the Vanderbilt yacht Ara
TO LET—Pec-Wee golf Indoor space ln
Ross Patterson returned Thursday him, that he must he a little out off
Kennebec poultry keepers arc in ness for years, and constipation and 618-W.
111*113
________________________________________ Rockland
and Thomaston, great opporbeing almost constantly at sea in( frQm & fgw davg. busincss trip
y ill SALK Two power boats, one 28 (I. ! tunlty. big profits. For plans, costs and
hls head. She did not add, “And 1 terested in what other poultry keep
jured his health and he gave up the to New York.
long, one 31 ft. Ions. Roth in pood condition, further
Information
Inquire H. H.
ers outside the county are doing,
don't
even
know
what
kind
of
a
position. The past summer he has
Excellent fish boats. Can be seen at J. O. , STOVER, 111 Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
man you are. You may be all right and in gaining any information j
LROWN & SON’S boat yard at North Haven 1___________________________________ 113-113
been master of a smaller yacht with
Church Notes
which they can that will help them 1
you may not he."
11(Mt
TO LET -Three room heated apart
We want all your LIVE POUL
more limited cruising radius. Thom Methodist: Regular preaching serv —and
“Give me time,” she begged be- to-do a better business. They proved
EUR SALE Two tlat house at Glencove, all ment. first floor, all modern, central
aston is proud to have Capt. Orne for ice Sunday morning at 10.30 by the wildertdly.
TRY. Highest Pricea paid. Call
modern, garage, sun porch, lower tenement ' location, near schools. H. H. STOVER,
“Let me know you bet this the other day when 50 of them
113-1U
a citizen.
BOW i-i'i'iiplc.1 or will let upper tenement to 111 Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
or write Charles Shane, cart of
took a poultry tour to visit some of
pastor. Rev. F. F. Fowle; S. S. at 11.45; ter."
reliable party only. CHARLES S. <iROTTON
The Beta Alpha will meet with Epworth League at 6; evening service
TO LET—Large front room with bath.
“If you don't answer me now 1 the leading poultry farms in Knox
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
Tel.
732
or
678-W.
103-114
'
Garage
if
desired.
44
BREWSTER
ST.
Mrs. Leila Smalley Monday. Supper at 7 with singing by the male quartet; shall never ask you again,” he County.
Tel. 1002-Y._______________________ 113*115
Warren
3-3 and trucks will call at
FOR
SALE.--Hardwood
fitted.
>14;
Junks.
at 6. Bring dishes and money.
-Prayer service Thursday evening at 7. stated definitely.
The first stop on the auto tour
>12; long. >10; fitted limbs. >10; fitted soft
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 1
your door. References: Any poul
Services at ....
the Federated
Church
wood
and
slaba.
>8
:
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARWild
thoughts
raced
tlirough
. „
„ „ Ladies' Aid will meet in the vestry
room and kitchenette. $6.50 a week. V.
was at the plant of Foster Jameson
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
105-tf F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
try raiaer.
on Sunday will be as follows. Sun- WedneKdav afternoon.
Loretta’s head. This would prob in Waldoboro where they assembled
112-tf
FOR SALE- 160 acre farm, good buildings, j__________________________________________
day School at 9.45 a. m.. morning B tist; -The Next Step’’ will be ably be the only romance of her from six or eight different towns in
electric lights, telephone, gravel road, salt
jq LBT Two rooms for light housescvice at 11 o'clock. Subject. "The „astor Hughev's subject Sundav life. Did she dare grasp it? This Kennebec County and were joined
CHARLES SHANE CO.
water frontage, some l imber and pulp wood, keeping in central location. Call 8944 or
Foundation of Hope.” The evening corning at jo.45; selection by the man might he anything. Would she by other interested persons from
27-tf
lot of firewood. Must be sold nt once Make MYRTLE CAFE, Myrtle St. .
112-tf
an offer. C. A. OLIVER, Waldoboro 106*114 : —-——------------- ------------- —------- —— .
service will ba held at 7 o'clock, the choir" -Trust in the Lord," Lorenz: risk him?
Androscoggin, Cumberland, Sagada
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St. I
topic being. "A Man Who Did No! Duet by j>ev and Mrs. Philip C.
FOR SALE—Essex automobile. Will trade | ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
“I will,” she told him suddenly. hoc, Lincoln and Knox Counties
or sell cheap for cash. Inquire KITTREDGE ________________ 2___________________ 112-tf
Miracle." The Epworth League will Eugheyl Sunday School noon with “Oh, please," as he moved towards Mr. Jameson has about 2.090 Rhode
PHARMACY.
fby-114
THE
meet in thc vestry on Monday eve with a class for everyone. B.y.P.U. her. She retreated to the crowded Island Red pullets which are ju.‘t
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
FOR SALE—-Golden Bantam corn, cabbage, ment. bath, hot water heat at 36 Pleas
room,
while
he
remained
on
the
bal

ning at 7.30.
at 6 o'clock leader Carolyn Graffam.
tipre tomatoes, pickling cukes, picked to ant St. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School St.
now
being
housed
beside
his
old
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist Evening singing service; selections by- cony, smoking.
order any day ln week. Come up. OVER ___________________________________ 112-114
stock. He has followed all seven
NESS SARKESIAN. 137 Middle St.
Tel.
“\Vli—who is the tali thin man points
Church will serve a harvest supper Male
_
Chorus. Sermon, "The HighTO LET—Upstairs apartment. 37 Lime
in the "grow good pullets"1
568-W.
95-tf
with
the
mustache?
”
she
finally
at thc vestry on Hyler street, Oct. 1, i way.”
rock St., over Dr. Scarlott’s offices.
campaign
sponsored
by
the
Agricul

FOR SALE—Upright piano. Popular Clarion Apply to MRS. COPPING. 39 Limerock
summoned
the
courage
to
ask
of
a
at 6 o'clock.
----------------range, gas range. 7% h. p. and 2 h. p. electric SL________________________________ 112-114
tural Extension Service, is doing
girl who wandered by.
motors. Standard computing scales, all ln
A beautiful day and a centrally!
MART1NSV1I I F
TO LET—Four room furnished apart
A Perfected Silent Kitchen Range
good condition.
Bargain prices.
W. F.
“You mean Grandin Crane?” came very effective pedigree breeding, and
located place of meeting for the
lVl/Ars. 1 UNO V1LLL
has
running
water
in
his
houses,
and
I
TIBBETTS,
143 Union St. Tel. 297-R. 166-tf ment. bath and furnace. $8 per week.
the
answer.
"The
writer?
Why.
24th annual Council of Religious j Mr. and Mrs. James Carney and
Burner
»
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1030.
room house with j ____________________________________ 111-tf
Education, brought cut the largest family have moved from the Isiah lie's the only real celebrity in the on the range. He also has a few
shed and barn In the center of Thomaston vil
Australorps,
the
new
breed
of
big,
attendance in years. The sessions Balano house to thc Ada Gardner crowd.”
TO LET—Furnished room for light
lage. For further particulars call at H. E. '
Loretta breathed deeply. She black hens recently developed in1
KEIZER’S, 2 Congo Place, or phone Thom housekeeping. CALL 618-R._______ 111-tf
were held in the Baptist Church in house.
Australia.
aston
42-4.
*
105-118
knew
of
Grandin
Crane.
She
had
TO LET—A modern flve room apart
this town, the local Sunday School A- K Meservey and F. H Pierson ,
MRS. JULIA E. PATTERSON
The next stop was at the farm of!
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sawed In stove I ment with heat. Apply 52 MASONIC ST.
providing the dinner and supper, are repairing the school buildings o. read his novels. After a time she
Tel. 100
Thomaston
lengths, >1.25 per foot; edgings, 10 bundles: Tel. 638-J.__________________________ 111-tf
Albion
Wotton
in
Friendship.
Mr.
humbly
sought
him
on
the
balcony.
The meetings opened af 10 o'clock the town.
>1. R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley lane. Tel. |
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St.,
•
111*113
“I know you," she said. “And Wotton has been a prominent breed- an arthritis condition did their part for
and continued through thc day and Miss Caroline Alden entertained t..e
522-M.
102-tf modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller111-113
evening. The several numbers in the following ladies at tea Wednesday, 1 don't see why you want to marry er for some years in that, section of towards keeping me in poor health.
FOR SALE -One piano, one bedroom suite, Cobb-Davls.
Barred Plymouth Rocks. He now pjve bottles of Sargon gave me a extension dining room table, % doz. oak TO LET—Three room furnished apart
program were carried out except Mrs. Celeste Harris, Mrs Emma me.”
“Because I love you," he re has a flock of some 803 birds. He new lease on life. Its strengthen- chairs. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel ment, all modern, on Grove St. COBBthe special musci instrumental Keene, Mrs. Mary Huppei, Mrs. W.lJMI-tf DAVIS. Inc.
111-113
turned
with
intensity,
“
and
always
uses open air shelters for his grow- ing effect is simply marvelous! All 16*0.
and vocal which did not materialize liam Barter and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper,
, Mrs. L. F. Benner is no longer mak
FDR SALE—-Six room bungalow at 40
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
ing pullets on range.
, my aunier,ts are gone and I feel Admontem
because oi other engagements of j Miss Alden was assisted by her sister , ba ve.”
Ave.. Rockland, furnished, with her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon ing doughnuts for M. B. & C. O.
“
Always?
You
just
met
me.
”
Another farm which the Kennebec I grand all the time.
Improvements ; price right to settle an estate. sible party for the winter. Call at 21 Perry, and will take orders at her
those who expected to take part. A Mrs. Alice Hodgkins
“I met you," he said smiling, “in folks visited was that of Maynard J “Sargon Pills were as easy and CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Hill St.. City. Tel TALBOT AVE, or Tel. 8-B.
111-tf home—34 PLEASANT STREET. TEL.
pleasing substitute was found in a The Ladies' Circle met last week
831-W.
165-tf
seventh grade. 1 used to sit M. Kinney, of Thomaston. Mr. natural as nature itself and toned
TO LET—Crimes house at 59 Masonic St. 177-R. Delivered if desired. 112-114
solo by Mrs. Barton of Tenant's with Mrs. Roscoe Hupper. There were the
FOR
SALE
—
Mill
wood
4
rt.
long.
>6.56;
tlie hack of the room so 1 could Kinney has a well equipped plant up my fiver and regulated me per- stove length. >8 ; fitted wood. >14 ; also lumber Apply FREEMAN S. YOUNG. Phone 766-J. |
Harbor. Two very interesting ad 16 present. The next circle is to meet In
116-115
watch you. You tiated me. You
dresses by Capt. James F. Laughton I with Mrs. Washburn and Mrs. Covalt were tlie little lail.v. Your mother laige enough to hatch, brood and ; fectly."—Mrs. Julia E. Patterson. 235 L. A. PACKARD. R. F D .Thomaston. 165-tf TO LET—Six room apartment, all modern
at
Glenmere.
house
1500
birds,
is
doing
good
j
Madison
Ave.,
Albany,
N.
Y„
PresiFOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions conveniences, furnished or unfurnished. 19
of Portland were closely listened to
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dwyer are wouldn’t let you liave anything to oreedmg v.ork and is raising about dePt of the Ladies' Republican Club In Rockland A large list of summer cottages. GROVE ST Phone 163-W.
110-tf
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
do with me. I was the town bad boy 600 capons.
! and actjvc jn jjolitics.
TO LET -Storage and garage. V. F.
talk
over
mv
list
If
you
wish
to
buv.
ROBERT
—from across the tracks—"
STUUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1686.
109-tf
Point.
,ank Piocr of Rockland, has a! Sargon may be obtained in Rock- U. COLLTNS. 375 Main St. Tel. 71
Tri-District meetings. Officers for Pleasant
“Jack Moselle!" exclaimed Lor smaller flock of about 500 birds, lias \ )and at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hooper, son
TO LET House, furnished, 6 rooms, bath
the ensuing year were elected: Presi Gleason
and garage. 11 BUM H ST.
168*113
and G. A. Brawn were in etta.
his chicks in summer shelters on a _ atjy,
112-lt
dent, Rev. F. M. Barton. Tenant's town to attend
Miscellaneous
He nodded.
TO LET—Upper flat, 12 Cedar -St., four
the funeral of Mrs.
good range with running water, and |
Harbor; vice presidents, Rcv. Jesse
rooms, electric lights, toilet. MRS. J. A.
“I’m sorry to have tricked you is doing pedigreed breeding. The I
To market your Poultry in season
Hooper.
NOTICE—This ls to notify all that JAMESON, 46 North (Main St. Tel. 456 R.
I
Kenderdine- Rockland. Rev. Leroy Joseph
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Grover and Into marrying me. You never would visitors were much interested in his ‘
from this date I will pay no bills other
for the Jewish Holidays
*
H'S-tf
Campbell, Camden, Rev. L. W. little daughter are guests of Mr. and liave—knowing me.”
Miss Mabel Huntley has closed her than those contracted by myself. J. L. TO LET In Thomaston, small clean rent,
field of alfalfa which is ten or a
We Will Pay Highest Prices
Witham, Camden; recording and cor Mrs. N. H. Gardner.
MOODY, Rockport. Sept. 20. 1930.
"No.” stammered Loretta, then dozen
rooms, electricity, toilet. MRS. A H
years old and still going home at Hatchet Cove and returned
113*115 sunny
responding secretary, Miss Margaret
PILLSBURY.
107-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Cric of Rock- j added. '“But why wouldn't you kiss
to Philadelphia.
SPEAR S CIDER MILL at We
Warren
COHEN BROS.
Crandon; financial scci ct.u> and land were suppcr guest,s of Mr. and ine—Hint time? You preferred swal strong.
TO
LET- Four room tenement, electric ,
will
open
for
business
Tuesday
Sept.
30.
The
last
place
to
be
visited
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Thompson
and
treasurer. Miss Minnie Fernaici, | Mrs. Fred Hooper Saturday.
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
lights
W. F. TIBBETTS. 118 Union St. 1
lowing a live ant."
and each Tuesday and Saturday after.
that
of
the-veteran
White
Leghorn
daughter
of
Portland
arc
visiting
Tel
297-R.
i
0
«t
f
directors ui
of children's I Miss Verita Stanley is employed in
“I loved you too much to humble
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
113*115
Thomaston; uhwcuio
breeder, F. M. Johnson of Waldo Mrs. Horace Flanders.
TO LET—Two cosy rents, furnished or un
you by kissing you—then. Am I
work. Mrs. H. S. K‘lborm young peo- , Somerville Mass
109-tf
NOTICE—I shall not be re ponsible for
boro.
The
place
was
white
with
furnished.
'TEL
874-51.
166-tf
Capt. and Mrs. Sumner T. Whit any bills contracted by my wife. Gertrude
now, Loretta?"
pie, Mrs. J- c'rrtn". i There wil1 be a Grange meeting humbling you(Copyright.)
hens on both sides of the road. He ney have been spending a week on Joy, after this date. EZRA S. JOY. 55 TO LET- Six room tenement on Crare St
study. Mrs. Elizabeth Du‘ ‘ ‘ ’
Monday evening. All members please J
Gov. St., Kittery. Maine. Sept. 13 in?o modern. ERNEST C. 11AVIS, Eullcr-Colihshowed the Kennebeckers one flock Monhegati.
cation. Mrs. Jesse Keg ci . . come t,0 make arrangements for thc 1
_______________ ____________________ 113*115
______________
96-tf
of hens, yearling or older, in which
Mrs. Alton Wallace has returned STROUT'S tew FARM CATALOGUE TO LET—Neat and elean 5 room tenement,
Rockland, and Mrs. A. E. Luc ,
- Grange fair to be held next month,
Humidity
every bird had a trap nest record from a visit with friends and rela Village farm. 5 fine cows, dandy horse, toilet, llchts, cellar, abed. SAIIAII E. KAItden. The- committee
of
the
local
Ml
.
and
Mrs
wiUiam
Colby
o{
,
,
nnd I *"*• “llu
vi i
The weather bureau says that of 250 eggs or more. This pen was
hog. hens. Implements, hay and crops, TBH, 41 FttHon St. Tel. 213-K.
105-tf
Sunday sc.iools who lu
Waterville were guests of Mr. and relative humidity is the ratio of the carefully selected for pedigree breed tives in Augusta.
furniture Included If settled quick
TO LET—Five room tenement, nil modern,
served thc meals were graciously re- i Mrg wiuiam Cook gunday
Jack Mulhall and Lila Lee will lot
ly; 45 acres. 20 clear, improved road;
amount of invisible water vapor tn ing. For several years Mr. Johnson
trnrace.
southern
exposure,
HUBERT
U
be featured in the picture “Dark good 10-room house and barn (see pic COLLINS, 375 IMaln St. Til. 77.
membered in the resolution^ wmc | Cecil Andrews who has been spend-; n given volume of air to the amount
105-tf
ture pg. 32 Strout's new catalogue);
has
had
a
pen
of
hens
in
the
Con

Streets"
at
the
Playhouse,
Saturday,
were adopted.
j jng thc pasf Week, at home, has re- ] that would make tills air saturated
other bldgs . nice brook. Only $2000
TO LET—Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
Mrs. Emerson McDonald and turncd t() pair Haven
105-lf
nt tlie same temperature. In short, necticut egg laying contest at Storrs. Sept. 20. Movies will start at 7 complete with $600 down. Write today, and bath. (TTLEK COOK IX).
catalogue 1000 bargains, free. STROUT
daughter Elaine who havd been visit- j Mr and Mrs Elmer Dwycr and son It is the ratio between the amount He is one of the most enthusiastic o'clock.
TO LET—Cottage licuae on Camden St-;
AOENCY. 813-DO Old 8ouih Bldg.. Bos also
backers
of
the
new
Maine
egg
lay
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ellis
Lawry,
Miss
Eda
room apartment on Summer St. Apply
ing Mrs. Margaret Stewart, returned were wceken(j guests of Mr. and Mrs. of Invisible vapor present to the
ton, Mass.
113-lt MRS.4 FROST,
« Summer SL Tel. 318-R
Thursday to Somerville. Mass.
maximum amount that could be ing contest which is to be started t Lawry and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur A.
1 C. J. Dwyer.
RI’G A.\l> KNITTING yarns for sale bv
105-lf
at
Monmouth
this
fall.
Mr.
JohnMorse
spent
the
day
Thursday
at
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Wallace are
present at the same temperature. In
rminufaetiirer. Samples free. II. A. BART
TO LET—Apartment m Bicknell blocx
103-115
leaving today to visit friends in
measuring humidity, only the Invis son also has a field of alfalfa seven Mr. Morse's farm in Union. A joint LETT, Harmony, Maine.
Mrs. Joseph Hooper
Apply to B. It. SMITH. Thorndike A Hix
old.
party was held, Mr. Lawry’s blrthItil. JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be nt the Lobster Co. Tel$ 2I»8.
105-tf
Dover. N. H.
The community was saddened to ible water vapor is considered, and years
And let it not be forgotten that1 day coming on Sept. 17 and Mr. home of It. A. Greene, 36 (leech St., every
Miss Mildred Mitchell who YPllic
has learn Ui
of the
death
of Mrs. Joseph not the drops of rain or droplets they had a shore dinner near Ten- ' Morse’s Seotemfccr 18. Among other Tuesday for readings and treatment bv ap
Vile UC
vIVaI U1
pointment. TEI,. 11SC-X.
106-tf
been guest of h r .
. • •
Hooper which took place in a Boston of fog.
ant’s Harbor at one of thc most; guests were Dr. and Mrs. Eben MONEY TO T/OAN on 1st and 2nd mortYoung, has returned to her ho.
hospital Sept. 9. She was the daugh
beautiful spots on the Maine coast. Alden of Thomaston.
raees. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 8chool St
Portland.
Wonder Clock
ter of the; late Edward and Mary
105-tf
The auto tour was sponsored by
$3.00 Load
Eurgess Simmons has returned Opp. itpstwtBce.
The first meeting of the re-organ- Cook, born at Martinsville Nov. 17,
WEDDING
A
clock
that
tells
simultaneously
ized Epworth League will be held 1860, educated in the schools of this j the time nil over the world is In the adult poultry clubs of Mt. Ver home from Livermore Falls and has LET E. A. KNOWLTON Hie your saws nnd
CHARLES
LANE
repair
your
furniture
st
216
LIMEROCK
ST
non, Readfield and Sidney. Ar resumed his duties at Burnham <St Tel. 1010.
Monday evening at 7.30 o'clock.
105-tf ROCKPORT
town and later married Joseph D. the subway station nt Piccadilly
TEL. 204Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Copeland Hooper and they resided at Martins circus, London. Originally It had rangements for the trip were made Morrill's clam factory.
.
TN these mad days of
LAPIHS Reliable stock of lislr Komis nt the
112*113
Miss Virginia Burns has resumed Rockland
have returned from a visit in Lynn, ville the greater part of their married been planned to Install separate by H. L. Richardson, Extension
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
runaway romances and
Mass.
life. Although she had not enjoyed ' clocks for each country using dif Poultry Specialst, and Ralph C. ] her studies at Rockland High School solicited. II. 4'. RHODES. Tel. 519-J 105-tf
rather casual marriages,
Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Putnam and
James McLaughlin motored to good health for a number of years I ferent time. This timepiece is tn Wentworth, county agent in KnoxFARMS. COUNTRY. HOMES, COTTAGE
up-tn-ilale property. In the Karwedding announcements
Portland Friday taking his young sbe was ajways paticnt and cheerful, the form of a map of the world, Lincoln Counties, who went along family have returned to their home in and estates,
spot ot Maine—Penobscot Hav. Write
daughter Ruth to the Maine General a loyal devoted wife and mother and i1 with a .band. moving from east to and acted as guides.—Kennebec West Newton, after spending the tlett
arc bccomingincrcasingly
us What you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
summer at Martin’s Point.
fast, Me.
105-tf
Hospital for treament for infantile a kind neighbor. She leaves to, west along the equator. On the Journal.
t
important. The smarter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emerson
Mayo
have
paralysis.
mourn her loss her husband, four band are marked the various hours.
families arc using Linclosed Driftwood at Martin's Point
Miss Irene Young has returned to children, Mrs. Junietta Ka’.loch. Mrs.
UNION
and
returned
to
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Thc Faelton Pianoforte School. Winnie Bell Taylor of this place, |
wcave
Wedding Station
Contemporary View
Miss Helen Poole of North Abing
Boston, where she will finish a four Norman Hooper of South Portland,
ery for their announce
ton, Mass., returned Sunday to her
The
first
element
of
contempo

years’ course in pianoforte.
Mr. Live Poultry Shipper:
Isaac Hcoper of Rockland; six grand- j
after having spent the week Stephen Brycr of Boothbay. The
ments because of its ultraMrs. Lawrence Hahn spent Wed children and manj’ nephews and rary popularity is undoubtedly the home
Here is a chance to make money.
with Miss Louise Grinnell. She was ceremony was performed Aug. 30,1
power
of
entertaining.
If
a
man
correctness and because
nesday in South Portland with her nieces. The funeral services were have anything to tell, the world can accompanied by Miss Ethel Andrews
Th® Jewish Holidays are starting next
Nashua, N. H., by Rev. Mr. CopSuppose You'
daughter, Mrs. Weston Petrie.
week and our trade demands all kinds of
conducted by Rev. F. W. Barton of not be expected to listen to him un of Hyde Park, Mass., and Freeman at
its rich, vellum-like tex
plestone
and
the
double
ring
service
poultry. Especially Heavy Fat Fowls. We
Douglas Walker is spending the Seaside Baptist Church at the home less he have perfected himself In Atwood of North Abington, Mass.,
ture provides the perfect
have orders already for 10.000 heavy fowls,
was used. The bride wore a blue
weekend with his parents.
of her daughter. Mrs. Charles Taylor the best way of teling IL—James who were weekend guests.
besides chickens, from our customers for
georgette dress and carried bridal
background for exquisite
Russell Davis returned from The beautiful flowers were a mute I ltusscll Lowell.
next
week's
delivery,
so
get
busy
and
Place
an
Ad.
Here
Mrs. Charles E. Paine and Wa:ter roses. Mrs. Bryer is a graduate of
>o.«oi_
start shipping daily.
(From Sept. 15Everett, Mass , Friday night with the tribute to the love and esteem of her ,
engraving.
Coombs of „Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
arrived
Oet?
20).
.
Nasson Institute, Springvale, and
________________________ neighbors and friends. The bearers |
We are selling fowls now for 3€-32c
Special Leather
by
at l,he has been teaching Domestic Science
per lb. and expect prices to go higher.
were Fred W. Smalley, A. J. Rawley,
And Stop It
THE COURIERSpanish leather is a trade name home of their cousin, Mrs. Alexander in Saugus, Mass. Mr. Bryer is em
We remit daily at top market prices, also
H. E. MOTHERS Albert Siingsby and Clarence Dwyer.
applied to genuine leather which Fuller.
feed
your pouKry before selling. Get our
GAZETTE
ployed at the Colonial Beacon Oil
prices before selling locally or shipping
Know Its Value
has been given a certain process ln
Co. in Everett, Mass. After Oct. 1
elsewhere.
dressing.
Bryer-Matthews
As a Family
If It Doesn t Pay
the couple will make their home in
body of Mrs. Josephine F. Willard.
Mixlicine
NEW ENGLAND COMMISSION
The Union friends of Evelyn E. Malden, Mass.
The remains were taken to Wiley's I
Worst Pun of the Week
CO., Inc.
__
Matthews, daughter of Mr .and Mrs.
Corner
Saturday
for
burial.
W. Washington Market, New York
Prepare I by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Ma
An alarm clock is all right, If ft Edward A. Matthews will be inter The air will always be free, but
Alvah Spear motored Tuesday to1
YOUrt MONEY REFUNDED
WEDDING PAPERS
Berlin, N. H., and to the White person likes that sort of “ting.”— ested to learn of her marriage to each year it costs more to breathe it. I
II II fai’i to benefit vou when used us directed on
liuies ui India._______ _______ Philip M. Bryer, son of Mr, and Mrs.1 —Louisville Times.______ _ 1
the Uiaidawrapp«r.Trv»b»«U5oUby aJdaaian | Mountains.

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

PROBATE COURT

MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

LYNN RANGE
OIL BURNER

M. E. Wentworth

NOTICE!

Now

BLACK LEAF MOLD

HEAVY FOWLS
WANTED >

is The
Time

I

Every-Other-Day
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"Delicious the
very

OUR

HOME SERVICE COLUMN

i

IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW
For Cold and Cough Time

(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department ot the
Central Maine Power Company)

A postcard showing the famous
Arc de Triomphe of Paris was re
ceived at this office yesterday. “Hav
ing a great time and a wonderful
no experience,” writes our Helen.

In addition to personal notes reaardtnc
leparturea and arrlrala, this department eapeelally deairea Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
'elephone will be gladly received.
TFLFPHONE ________ ___ _____ ___

The Universalist Mission Circle
had another delightful summer out
ing at the Stoddard cottage, Ash
Point, Wednesday with Mrs. E. E.
Stoddard and Mrs. George L. St.
Clair as hostesses. There were pres
ent 21 members and three guests—
Mrs. Jessie Haskell of Wilmington,
Delaware, Mrs. A. C. White of Boston
and Mrs. Ralph Crockett. The
dinner menu featured escalloped fish
and green corn, served under the di
rection of Mrs. Stoddard, Mrs. St.
Clair, Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs. Marv
Messer, Mrs. William Hartshorn and
Mrs. Nellie Bird.

He: I didn’t know you could bake
biscuits?
She: I didn’t either. This is the
first time I ever tried.

He: Honestly? Why they are sim
ply delicious.
V

She: Thank you. I guess I was
lucky. Anyway I used Norman
R Flour and mother says that
is over half the secret of good
biscuits.

A. W. Gregory was in Boston the
first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wandless of
Boston are spending the weekend
at Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran, Jr.,
attend the Bunker family reunion
in Sullivan next Saturday. Mr.
Moran's genealogy of this family has
assumed extensive proportions.
Mrs. John Geddes who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Choate has returned to New York.

Mr. and Mrs. James Leighton and
daughter, Miss Gladys Leighton, who
Mrs. William Harrington of Wiley's
have been visiting relatives and Corner was the guest Thursday of
friends in Maine and Massachusetts her nieces, Mrs. N. J. Paul and Mrs.
for several months left Thursday for W. A. Griffin, Berkley street.
their home at 3075 Eighth street,
North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw entertained
William Rounds, Kennedy Crane Jr. the Jolly Six Club at her home on
and George B. Wood Jr. leave Monday Glen avenue Thursday afternoon.
to enter thc Freshman class at Bow
Mrs. Morgan Wickersham of
doin College.
Washington, D. C., is at the Small
Miss Rose O'Neil leaves Tuesday for farm, Crescent Beach for the month
Cambridge to resume her studies at of September and part of October.
the Lesley School.
Miss Olive Dingley has rooms with
Miss Elizabeth Knight and Miss Miss Flora Kirkpatrick, 15 Grove
Alcada Hall entertained at a clam street.
bake and cards Wednesday evening
at the Clark camp on Gay's Island, Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Brown left
their guests being Mr. and Mrs Daniel Friday for Boston, where Mr. Brown
Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snow, Miss will make a visit to the markets in
Margaret Egan, Miss Agnes Flanagan, the interest of the Hanley & Brown
Miss Mary Pratt, Oscar Wishman, firm.
Fred Ralph, Harold Leach, Jack
The R.V. Club met with Mildred
Black, Osgood Gilbert and Jerome
Sukeforth, 596 Old County road
Burrows.
Thursday evening. Miss Margery
Horace Maxey leaves today for Bartlett was honor guest. The eve
Boston to resume his position with ning was spent in sewing. The next
the Gillette people after spending a meeting will be held at the home of
week's vacation with his parents, Mr. Miss Avis Blackington.
and Mrs. Frank Maxey.
Herbert Roach and mother, Mrs.
A. M. Glidden, Miss Shirley Glid- A. Roach of Smyrna Mills, were re
den, Nelson Glidden, Stanley Heath cent guests cf Mrs. Herbert Roach
and Mr. and Mrs. Will Fuller, were and Mrs. Nils Nelson. On their re
in Nobleboro Thursday to attend turn home they were accompanied
funeral services of Mr. Glidden’s sis by Arnold Nelson, who has been
ter, Mrs. Bertha Rines.
spending the week there.

, inverting a tin piepan over them and
Machines, like peo- j allowing them to steam for a few
pie, respond to the minutes. The closed units should b°
care and thought giv- ! kept dry to prevent rust forming and
en them. Tlie ma- 1 if necessary an unsalted fat rubbed
jority of housewives into them will further preserve them,
take pride in keeping
The white porcelain of ranges is
their working tools in kept white by warm water and a clean
a shining state and by cloth. The entire treatment is simple
so doing they add ap and one is well repaid for one's daily
preciably to the life of work.
The Electric Refrigerator. The
the appliances used.
Besides, it is a joy to outside of a refrigerator is kept white
go into a clean, well- and clean by warm water and a mild
cared for kitchen.
soap or cleaner.
Now that so many The inside is kept clean by warm j
modern kitchens contain white elec water and a clean cloth. It is usually
tric refrigerators and white electric necessary to de-frost tlie freezing unit
ranges it behooves the most up and about every three weeks, depending
coming housekeeper to keep them in upon the amount of food stored and
their original whiteness. But a little the number of times the door is
care each day does the work.
opened. De-frosting is accomplished
Tlie Electric Range. The ovens of by unplugging the refrigerator cord.
some ranges are so constructed that This can be done at night and enough
everything but the actual lining is cold will be retained in the refrigeraremovable, thus enabling one to wash tor to preserve the food. Next
them thoroughly. The units them- morning the glass baffle plate should
selves can be detached but it is un- | be drained and washed and thoroughnecessary to clean them as they take ly dried, the freezing unit and entire
care of themselves for the most part, j interior of tlie box washed with warm
If the oven door is left open while water and dried. Then the plug may
broiling is being done, a great deal be connected and the marvel of dec
less fat spreads over the surface of trie refrigeration carried on.
the oven. Smoke and odor are great Generally speaking, all electric
ly eliminated in this way too. When appliances should be cooled open.
one is finished with the oven it is Washing machines should be washed
proper to leave the door open while it free of any grease and dried
before closing. Percolators should be I
is cooling.
The surface units can be lifted out sweetened regularly by boiling soda*
by means of a blunt case knife and and water in them.
If one follows daily a few simple
the rim of the unit cleaned with a
cloth and warm water. The open rules for cleanliness, the efficiency,
coils can be cleaned by pouring a beauty and life of electrical ap
tablespoon of clean water into them, pliances Avill be added to greatly.

Ballard’s Golden (Ml
Time-Tried and *Tes(ed. Safe .ind Ef
fective.
Spocific for All ills and ail
ments from Inflammation.
An Indis
pensable
Household
Remedy.
Sold
Everywhere in liberal bottle.

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
ENROLL NOW
v

ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 7
TEL. 994 or 990 M
113-113

LENA K. SARGENT

The Man of 1000 Faces
now
The Man of 1000 Voices!
I

SENSATIONAL
v/OU’D have expected Lon Chaney lo
1 make his first, talking picture sen
sational! He did!
Chaney talks not in one voice, but in
four! Every time he changes hls
marvelous make-up, he changes his
voice! Unbelievable, but true!
No better story could have been found
for Chaney's talking debut than this
melodrama of the ventri’oquist. a
vindictive dwarf, and the revengeful
man of brains—“The Unholy Three."

Miss Helen Leach left yesterdiyr for
APPLETON
Boston, to spend the weekend, ac
companied by Miss Edna Gregory who
A fine piece of work is being done
resumes her study at the Faelten on the State road which is progress
Pianoforte School.
ing rapidly with Roland Gushee as
boss.
|
Mr. and Mrs. Austin J. Moody ar
Mrs. U. S. Gushee and daughter
rived home last night from a week's Mrs. E. C. Moran have been recent
motor trip which took them to New visitors in town.
Brunswick. In Presque Isle they saw
Robert Gushee has purchased a
the potato harvest in progress. Thev trotting horse and as Union fair Is !
also visited the Bingham dam and at not far in the future, we expect to 1
tended Farmington Fair. They were sec him on the race track.
guests for a short time of V/ill Moody
Roland Gushee has exchanged cars
in Fairfield.
and is now driving a Ford sedan.
Mrs. Adella Gushee and daughter j
9CHOOL AND COLLEGE Mrs. Carolyn Page were recent guests
of Mrs. Chester Butler in Union, and
ln
Mrs. William Durant who has been
Thad C. Carver who has spent the
Seventy Rockland students are speak of her dahlia garden as won
thc guest of her sister, Mrs. Donald summer at the Carver homestead, going away this fall in pursuit of derful with its many choice, pri-e
Perry, Grove street, leaves today for Vinalhaven, left Wednesday for the higher education. Thc list fol winning varieties. A beautiful sight
and one to be remembered.
her home in Fall River, Mass.
Boston and Maryland before return- lows:
in to his home in Pratt, Kansas. He Bates College—Alice Hellier.
j
Americans are quick to adopt
Miss Helen Rubenstein who was one was accompanied by Miss Hattie
MON-TUES.
Broijp University—Wilbur Fro- stunts
may be a wlde. spread
of the New England Girl Scouts (one Bearinger .nurse, who spent the
hock
i effort to live 153 years.—Toledo
of two from Maine) chosen to be summer in Vinalhaven.
Boston University—Sidney Segal, J3iacie.
An M. G. M. All Talking Picture with
guests of Mrs. James J. Storrow at
Winola
Richan,
Saul
Polisner
(medi|
'_____ __ _________________
thc annual Exposition at Springfield,
Mrs. Francis Louraine entertained cal).
*
LILA LEE, ELLIOTT NUGENT
Mass., is expected home today.
at cards Tuesday evening at her
Bridgton Academy—Mary Lawry.
___
♦ home
on Water street. The play
Boston
Bible
School
—
Arlene
Miss Martha Wasgatt is home from ing was preceded by luncheon at
Added Enjoyment
Chaples.
the University of Maine for the week Green Gables.
Seed Sown Here
One of the
Bowdoin College—Kennedy Crane,
end, to attend the Snow-Richardson
Fox Movietone News
Publix Theatres
Jn„ William Rounds, George B.
wedding which takes place this after
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown (Betty I
HOME OF
noon at the Congregational Church at Benson i have left for New York Wood, Jr., Donald Merriam.
PARAMOUNT
Falls In Fertile
Comedies Fables
Bryant-Stratton — Francis Orne,
1.30.
where they are to reside.
PICTURES
Cedric French.
Tel. 409
Colby College — Marguerite de
Albert Emery leaves Monday to re
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird mo
Soil, Insuring a
NOW SHOWING
sume his studies at the University of tored to Old Town yesterday and on Rochemont, Ralph Fowler.
Castine Normal—Pauline Scarlott.
Pennsylvania.
their return were accompanied b.v ■ Dartmouth College—Wesley Was- ,
Marion Davies
their
daughter.
Miss
Eleanor
Bird,
gatt.
Judson Flanagan left Wednesda;- home.
Bountiful Harvest
Eastman School of Music—Ruth
to resume his studies at Providence
“The Floradora Girl”
Lawrence.
College. He was accompanied by Ed
Members
of
the
Cardinal
Club
and
ward Wendell who has been at Cres guests were entertained at picnic Eye & Ear Infirmary, Portlandcent Beach for the summer, and who supper and cards Thursday evening Carol Flanagan.
was returning to Harvard College by Mrs. Clarence Beverage and Mrs. Eastern Theological Seminarywhere he is a student.
K. Havcnor Cassens.
J. O. Stevens. Thc affair took place Rev.
Farmington Normal School—Vir
in
the
spacious
upper
chamber
of
the
Mrs. Fred True, Mrs. James H.
ginia Snow, Estelle Hall, Mary Small.
MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Lawrence, Mrs. D. R. Fogarty and Gardner-Beverage barn and proved Faelton Pianoforte School—Edna
to
be
one
of
the
jolliest
social
events
Mrs. C. E. Rollins motored to Noble
Gregory.
of
thc
late
summer.
boro Thursday where they attended
Gorham Normal School—Doris
funeral sendees at the church for
Coltart.
Mrs.
W.
P.
MacMillan
has
returnrd
Mrs. Bertha Rines who died very from South Thomaston where she has Gordon College—Ruth Conant.
suddenly Monday at the home of her
visiting her daughter Mrs. Janie Holy Cross College—Albert Mc
sister-in-law, Mrs. Rose Glidden in been
Carty.
Fullerton.
Newcastle. Among Mrs. Rines' im
Hebron Academy—Almon B. Coop- I
mediate survivors is a brother, Ansel
Miss Frances Snow who has been er, Jr.
Glidden of Netv County road.
spending a week with her parents. Higgins Classical Institute —
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow, Maurice Hall.
Snow Farm at Treasure Point was leaves tomorrow for Boston to re Harvard University—James Agee.
the scene of a jolly party Wednes sume her position as secretary at Ithaca School of Physical Educa
day evening, with 12 at supper. Miss Tufts College. Miss Snow's week at tion—Vito Mannone.
Corice Thomas and Miss Frances home included attendance at tho
Lesley School, Cambridge, MassSnow were hostesses. The feminine wedding of her brother, Sidney P. Rose O'Neil.
portion of the guests devoted the Snow, to Miss Marian Richardson, Lowell Textile School — Robert
evening to embroidering dish towels which takes place this afternoon.
Gregory.
which were finally presented to Miss
Laughlin Training School for
Marian Richardson, the guest of
Fred Sparrow of Needham, Mass., Nurses (Kirksville, Mo.)—Barbara
honor. Among the out of town today joins his family for the week McBeath.
guests were Lieut, and Mrs. Albert end at South Thomaston where they Maine Central Institute—Barbara
Rice of Boston, and their friends have been spending the summer. Karl.
Capt. and Mrs. Allen, who are stay On his return home he will be ac Massachusetts Institute of Tech
ing at the oamp at Treasure Point. companied by the family.
nology—Francis Merchant, William
Wood, Lloyd Clark.
Grand Master Edward A. Ambrose Thomas F. Stewart and H. Cox of Massachusetts Radio and Tele
of the Grand Lodge of Maine and Akron, Ohio, on a vacation trip by graph School—Luther Bickmorc.
Mrs. Ambrose wore guests Wednes auto, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
New England Conservatory cf
day of Capt. and Mrs. George Hor George T. Stewart, Willow street.
Music—Helen Bird.
ton, Cedar street, leaving Thursday
Northeastern University — Emery
for Portand.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Dunn of Trafton, Raymond Pendleton, Ed
Pasadena, Calif., Miss Florence Dunn ward Barnard.
'THE merry, mad stars of “Thc CocoaRobert Gregory left Monday to of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Nasson Institute—Margaret Adams.
1 nuts” are here in a grand new show!
enter thc Lowell Textile School, Low Snow of Worcester, Mass., and Mrs.
Parsene School of Interior Deco
Anniliilating Old Man Gloom with vol
ell, Mass.
R. H. Rice of Lynn arrived yesterday rating, New York—Jessie Rubenstein.
leys of joy!
to attend the Snow-Richardson wed Phillips Andover Academy—Alfred
Miss Caroline Littlefield is in ding today.
Greenlaw.
Bring the kids, too! They'll cat up
Washington, D. C., for a visit of sev
Providence College—Judson Flana
these wise-cracking "Animal Crackers!' I
eral weeks.
A district meeting of the Feder gan.
Glorious fun for the entire family!
ated clubs of this district will be Posse-Nissen School of Physical
Mrs. .Ralph Smith acted as host held Wednesday at the Congrega Education—Evelyn Green.
ess for a bridge party Wednesday tional Church, with the Methebesec Sea Pines—Ruth Leach.
evening at the Stoddard cottage. Club as hostess club. The morning School of Practical Arts—Elmer
Ash Point, under the auspices of session opens at 10.30, with lunch Rising, Edward Witham.
Chhpin Class. There were three eon at the Thorndike Hotel at 1 St. Barnabas Hospital (Newark,
tables, honors being won by Mrs. o'cock. In the afternoon a program N. J.)—Winifred Little.
George L. St. Clair and Miss Marga- embracing speakers and musical University of Pennsylvania—Albert
numbers will be presented. Among Emery.
rea Stahl.
the State officers to be present will University of Maine — Ethel
Albert McCarty, R.H.S. '30, leaves be the State president, Mrs. Edna Thomas, Atwood Levensaler, Tony
today to enter Holy Cross College, Hutchings, three past presidents, Gatti, Marian Davis, Carl Herrick,
Mrs. Florence Danforth, Miss Anna Martha Wasgatt, Mary Sylvester,
Worcester.
C. Witherle, and Mrs. Roselle Hud Carl Thurston, Jerome Comins,
Paramount Sound News
Those batty, nutty stars
Miss Margaret Jordan entertained dleston, and the State treasurer. Charles Tweedie. Richard Bird, Clif
and
Standup
Wednesday at luncheon at Knox Mrs. J. Marden DeShon. These ford Ladd, Henry Marsh.
Hotel. Cards followed at her horn" district directors will also be present'
Wheaton College—Margaret Hel
NOW SHOWING
on Main street. Thomaston. There Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay of the 9th lier.
were five tables, with honors failing district; Mrs. Percival Bachelder of Wheaton (Ill.) College — Emily
“WAY OUT WEST”
in Paramount's new mirthquakc
to Miss Harriet Dunn, Miss Harriet the 12th, Mrs. George B. Porter of MacDonald.
Burgess and Mrs. Alan L. Bird of this Old Town, of the 2d, and Mis. Wentworth Institute — Earle H.
WLLI AM HAINES
w
city. Other guests were Mrs. .G. M. Gladys Morton of Farmington of the Bickmorc.
Derry of Rockland, Mrs. A. T. Could 5th. Reservations for the luncheon Wilfred Academy, Boston—Doro
Home of Paramount Pictures
of Boston and Thomaston, Miss Mar- must be made with Mrs. Almon B. thy Feeney.
II
garct Copeland of Newton Center. Cooper. Limerock street. (524-W) not Sillcry College—Viola Anderson,
Mass., Mrs. A. J. Elliot. Mrs. W. J. later than Monday.
Dorothy Anderson.
Tobey, Mrs. James E. Creighton, Mrs.
Eben Alden, Mrs. J. Walter Strcitf.
LINDY AT THE HANGAR
NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Helen Bryant, Mrs. D. P. George.
He signed for his gas and
SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINL2
He signed for his oil;
Miss Katherine Winn, Mrs. Marie
He signed a big “job sheet”
TUESDAY AT 4 03 O'CLOCK
Mrs.
Frances
Foster
is
in
Swamp

Singer, Mrs. John Hewett, Mrs. Law
For ten minutes toil;
scott, Mass., guest of her grandson
Telephone 892
rence H. Dunn, Miss Anna Dilling
And what will you wager
That he and Anne laugh
Lee Hall and family.
One of Tlie Publix Theatres
ham, Miss Helen Carr, Miss Mabelle
At the schemes of those boys
Mrs. K. Dolliver motored to Massa
Brown, Miss Ardell Maxoy and Miss
To get hls autograph!
chusetts Monday.
L_______________
R. H. W,
Kay Turner.

LON

HANEY
“THE

UNHOLY 3”
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NORMAN

Harpo!
Groucho!
Chico!
Zeppo!

«!»*

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Rockland • Maine

♦

CANNING TIME
IS HERE

2230

/

We have every need that's needed for every Process—Hot Pack,
Cold Pack, or Steam Pressure

FRUIT JARS, JELLY TUMBLERS
JAR RINGS, PAROWAX, ETC.
At prices that laugh at the high cost of living

I
1

Write for prices if you cannot find time to call ait our conveniently
located store—a few steps from Monument Square, Portland

FARM, DAIRY

❖

ond

POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS

Kendall & Whitney
FEDERAL and TLUftt STS.. .

PORTLANDMAINE

The Nuts Who Made
Lunacy a Pleasure!

THE

The Man Who
Knows the Best
Naturally favors the

CLARION
The

Finest Furnace
of to-day

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
Established 1839

BANGOR, MAINE

Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
✓

A. T. NORWOOD, Warren

MARX
BROTKERS
LILLIAN ROTH

Animal
Crackers
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Every-Other-Day

ferring to that occasion. Benno concert of the Eastern Maine Festl- I ard, was for many years organist of
Rabinoff, violinist, and Devora val takes place Wednesday evening,' the North Congregational, now
Nadworney, contralto, seemed to Oct. 22, in the Bangor auditorium. united with the Unitarian Church,
Heralding What Is To Be
carry off the greatest honors, judg The list of artists has not yet been to make the First Church, and has
ing from reports made by Rockland announced, but will' be very shortly. also been a teacher of the piano in
Presented Jn This City In
attendants. Mr. Rabinoff was heard I believe negotiations are in hand Belfast for the past 20 years. An
in Rockland in a Chapman concert for a Metropolitan artist as the accomplished musician is always a
No Long Time
welcome addition to our local musical
some years ago, when he was of feature.
activities.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
OF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tender years. His art was astonish
» * • »
ing even at that time, and since then
Aug. 26 the last farewells were
A short time ago, a kind friend
JUST ANOTHER PEST
it has broadened and developed in sounded for Dr. Leopold Auer, the
ST. GEORGES
sent me the letters which were pub
all respects until it seems he must famous violinist who taught Mischa
lished in your paper regarding “The
Special trips and rates will be been made concerning the young take his place eventually among the Elman and Jascha Heifetz. Funeral A rare insect, name unknown, is re
Little Accident” in the Hope church. offered by the Maine Central Rail- Baltimore baritone, Earl Lippy, who great violinists of the world. Some services were held in the little chapel ported attacking beech trees in
Who Served In The War For Amercian In response, I wish to say that in road for the Paderewski concert to appeared as assisting artist—made dare to prophecy that he will reach in which the services for Rudolph Washington and Hancock Counties
held at Portland City Hall, Oct. by those who were very much im- Kreisler’s fame, but just now that Valentino were conducted four years in great numbers, Dr. H. B. Pierson,
signing itself "A Common Old Hope be
as
28, so great is the interest in the pressed by his glorious voice and the seems
Independence
.. a bit...far-fetched,
. inasmuch
,
. ago. Crowds pounded on the door State entomologist, says.
Pew,” it characterized itself very appearance of the greatest pianist promise displayed in his work. Mr. all the
critics concede unanimously , outslde
stOrmily with the
Positive identification of a rare
accurately. Naturally, a pew which of tne present age. Nov. 1 he is to Lippy is 24, looking even younger; that Kreisler is supreme and will un-I Uce and clamorin for admlsslon.
has
stood
for
75
years
in
one
place,
questionably
reign
as
such
for
years
when
the
gervlce
had endpd curi. insect usually has to be made from
play in New York, in Carnegie hall, is slender and rather frail in apBY FRANK BURTON MILLER
the adult stage, which in this case
cannot be expected to be conversant and so great has been the demand pearance. And such a surprise
c,°!lle,' T^e.1e ,lS
about QUS gaping faces were pressed will be a moth. Until the moths apAs Is locally known, I have been engaged for several years with the affairs of the great world there for seats that it has been nee- comes when he begins to sing, for
Kreisler
s
art
that
none
of
the
other
a
g
a
inst
the
windows
of
the
limousine
pear Wld can be compared with
In collecting material for a history of the Plantation of outside, so perhaps it is not strange essary to arrange for a second con- his voice is very powerful, marked by famous ones can seem to quite attain, , ° hj h n ,
.
celebrated 1 .
ue comparea wiui
Hplfpt? nnH Fimnn
ln wnicn ur- Auers more celebrated , i:nown specimens the name of tho
Lower St. Georges, in the Province of Maine, now known that it had never heard of "The Old cert in that city Nov. 29. Rockland is rich color and dramatic feeling,
I pupils follOwed his body to the grave. inSect, its history and its native
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired Peabody Pew." which has appeared included in the special rates on the Until he came to the attention of even Heifetz and Elman.
Dr. Chapman Impressed everyone Hands grabbed at the floral tributes J home will remain unknown, Dr. Pierconsiderable information regarding the genealogical his in the most exclusive and aristo railroad.
Frank Bibb, head of the voice de- by his apparent .good health. He , tearing away buds for souvenirs, j son ^id
tory of the early settlers in this region, and the part they cratic of the old New England
Portland will be one of the first partment of the Peabody Institute of seemed in marvelous spirits, ener Mrs. Auer was severely jostled, and
...This somewhat flattened, quick
played in civil and military affairs. I am, of late, receiving churches, to say nothing of those less cities to hear the great virtuoso after Music, he had received only the
getic and just brimming with en Heifetz had to call out his name to moving green caterpillar attacks
many inquiries from the descendants of these families, noted in other sections of the coun
his arrival from Europe early in merest rudiments in singing. He has thusiasm and plans. He longs to re get through.
] fOnage jn a great many ways," he
whether or not they are eligible to membership in the try. If “The Old Hope Pew” had October.
This will be his 17th been under Mr. Bibb's personal inIn the chapel where the service sald "From a large number of speci"Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo never heard of me until this sum American tour, and his fifth since structlon for two years at Peabody establish an annual Maine Music
lution." To save time and labor in answering each indi mer, I can flatter myself that it will his return to the concert stage in this entrance made possible through Festival to be held at Lakewood was conducted, four priests in gold- mens sent me by fire wardens it
each summer, with chorus, orchestra en robes stood at the corners of the ! was apparent the insect’s general
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval and not soon forget me.
1932. His American tour will close a scholarship), in which time he has
artists, patterned after the for casket and chanted the ancient and lialait is to web two leaves together
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred,
Now, Mr. Editor, I do not intend in New Haven, Conn., May 4, and made astonishing progress and al- and
mer festivals. This would be splen- beautiful ritual of the Russian orth- and skeletonize them by eating off
who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to to visit Hope again very soon, but
from March 9 to April 6, the planist | ready attracted considerable atten- di(, Qf course but
our enthusiasm odox church. Josef Hofmann, the the green surface, leaving brown
make the thirteen colonies free and independent States, I am expecting to appear in the
will rest at his California ranch.
___ , tion It would seem that he displays ,t WQUld be we„
remember that | world famous pianist, played the web-like net vein. Other character
nnd to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever Rockland Universalist Church short Paso Robles. Paderewski will use wonderful promise for the future,
nossible 1 have expanded these sketches by adding material of a public, ly and the same friends will be with his private pullman. The Superb, as Perhaps »e shall hear him at the Prof. Adelbert Wells Sprague is doing first movement of the Moonlight istics seem to be rolling and web
a wonderful work In Bangor in the Sonata." and Heifetz, his face turned bing the leaves or chewing numerous
private and family nature. By so doing, many of the subjects of these me at that time. I have been told he does not care for hotels, and will Metropolitan some day—who knous?
Prof. I way solemnly played Schubert’s holes through them.
Sketches can he more easily identified. As to those whom 1 am endeavoring that “Justin Peabody" in real life have his entire suite with him. The t Already he has been offered a three Eastern Maine Festivals.
“Some wardens reported the In
to rescue fr. m the realms of oblivion, they having lived In the dimi and is an ear, eye, nose and throat spe car is luxuriously furnished and I year contract with the Little Opera Sprague had the courage and vision "Ave Maria."
to take up the work of the Maine |
. . • •
sects attacking maple and birch
mistv past, errors are bound to creep in. if such are detected, e.the by the cialist and that he has examined every modern convenience for the Company in New York.
Festivals when Chapman retired! Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, wife of the trees in addition to beech. Heavy
vastml reader, or Die descendants of these men of courage and action It nearly every one of those organs in
great genius is afforded.
• • « •
from the field, and in the face of newly elected principal of Rockport damage was reported done by the
Knox County. His side line is re
,111 be appreciated by the writer to be ao
b'
• • • •
| Enthusiastic reports have been many handicaps has persevered until' High School, has been organist at insects at Princeton, Topsfield, In tha
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
FRANK B. itn.ur.n
ported to be trotting horses, but
Eighteen years ago, Aug. 22, the brought back from the Grand Opera
has established a very high stand- ! the First Baptist Church at Belfast vicinity of Nicatous, and in town
somehow he manages to find time Kotzschmar organ was dedicated in I Music Festival put on at the Lake- he
r Tenth Installment]
ard. He deserves firm support from ever since its organization. Her res- ships 2T, 22, 28 and 34. This section
call upon
upon Portland City Hall, thus being es- wood Theatre under the direction ofall
.
. c
if
’ 1 to help me out whenever
wxicuvvcr iI van
this section of Maine inthis most ignation from that position was re- contains large stands of beech,
KALLOCH, John, 1st. He was a sergeant in Col. Samuel Uregg
him They tell me that “Nancy” is tablished as the first of its kind Dr. William Rogers Chapman, even commendable
work.
ceived with deep regret. Mrs. Harts- which is considered one of our most
Col. lames Cargill’s regiment, and served from August 25, a graduate of a musical conserva In
valuable hardwoods.”
America, a municipal musical though this is a late date to be re- , In this connection, theannualfall, horn, formerly Miss Amy L. Stodcompany.
tory.
I
had
supposed
that
a
con

was ,raised in St. Georges,
aldoactivity
recognized
by
the
Municipal
»
1775, to Dec. 31, 1775. T_ he company
■
servatory was for flowers and plants
boro and Camden, and stationed there for defense ot the seacoast, He was exclusively, but Nancy must have Government as one of its depart
also a member of Capt. Nathaniel Fales’ company of Coast Guards. taken a course of lovemakipg there, ments. Each year on Aug. 22 an
Either he or his son, John 2d. was a private in Capt. Archibald McAllis for she does it very easily and nat anniversary concert is presented, and
the program of this year's concert
ter’s company, Col. Prime's regiment, under (Jen. W adsworth to the East urally.
has been passed to me by a RockBesides this, five men of the lancT
ward, from April 24, 1780, to Dec. 21. 1780. Mr. Kelloch married Isa
friend who attended that de
Knickerbocker
Class
want
to
do
Features
bella Cunningham of Arroxvsic, a small island town in Sagadahoc county. their bit on this occasion, so they lightful musical treat.
were organ solos by Charles Ray
He resided and died in St. George.
are going to tell the audience about mond Cronham, municipal organist;
"The Trouble on Tory Hill” and
KELLOCH, MATTHEW. He served under Commodore Samuel what happened to the men-folks of selections by the Portland Municipal
Orchestra, and solos by Hizi Koyke,
Tucker in the naw of the Revolution. He also served in Capt. Samuel the church after Justin and Nancy Japanese soprano.
The opening
from
April,
1775,
to
Jan.,
were
married
and
gone
to
live
in
Gregg’s company of Coast Guards
number was "Tannhauser—Entrance
Detroit.
You
will
all
wish
to
come
1776 and in the frigate Boston of the Continental navy from Feb. 17,
of the Knights and Minstrels, and
1779, to Dec. 1779 Mr. Kelloch removed from Thomaston to St. and learn how man proposes and Pilgrims’ Chorus" (Wagner-Cronwoman disposes even in religious ham) for orchestra and organ, mar
George where he died March 22, 1824, aged about 90 years, The activities.
velously performed. Among Mr.
He
pension list, however, gives the date of his death as one year later
I also wish to remark In passing Cronham's numbers were "Up the
that the Rockland church Is thor Saguenay" from Russell's "St. Law
married Mary Robinson by whom he had th^following children:
oughly sound and will seat six hun rence Sketches” and "Irish Rhap
1. Margaret, died unmarried in St. George.
dred. Furthermore, a brand-new sody" (Cronham), and the orches
2. Finley, 3d, married ; resided and died in Camden.
granolithic floor has just been laid
3. Moses, married first, Mehitable Hasey of New Meadows; second, in the vestry below, which is so hard, tra gave Borodin’s tone-picture “In
Lydia Sayward, daughter of Richard Sayward. She was born about 1774, that should anything untoward again the Steppes of Central Asia” which
featured solo parts for clarinet, flute
occur, those participating in the horn and oboe; "Waltz of the
and died about 1826.
downfall
would
rebound,
as
It
were,
4. Hanse, married S illy Phinney of St. George.
Flowers” from the Nutcracker Suite
be reseated in their former by Tschaikowsky, and the stirring
5. Polly, married Adam Boyd of Broad Bay; resided and died in St. and
places. This would furnish a little Rienzi Overture (Wagner). The di
George.
gentle exercise for the audience and minutive Japanese singer gave a
6. Katie, married David Boyd; resided and died in St. George.
make a pleasing diversion between group of songs, and also the aria
7. Jane, married Capt. Thomas Kenney; resided and died in St. the acts. We do not advertise this, “One Fine Day” from "Madame
however, as one of the features of Butterfly"—delighting everyone by
George.
the evening.
her lovely voice, finished art and
8. Sarah, married Jacob Robinson; resided in South Thomaston and
I also wish to say, for the benefit
died in St, George, April 6, 1813. Intentions of marriage were filed Dec. of the friends and well-wishers of the charming manner. An interesting
bit was one of the encores played by
1, 1766. He was tbe llth and last child of Major Hanse Robinson of lady who Induced the Hope Pew to the orchestra, the popular “Stein
write
these
letters
and
who
feared
Cushing.
Song.” It was played with great vim,
that her feelings might be hurt by with many Maine graduates and stu
being
alluded
to
as
“
The
woman
KELLOCH WILLIAM. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archi
dents standing in all parts of the
bald McAllister’s company. Col. Samuel McCobb's regiment, in the expe who fussed around,” that the Hope auditorium, and received with un
Pew has apologized handsomely to bounded enthusiasm.
dition against Castine, and served from July 11, 1777, to Sept. 24, 1777. that same lady and that she, It and
• • • •
He re-enlisted in Capt. McAllister’s company, Col. Prime’s regiment, I are all three working as one for
Speaking
of
the “Stein Song." did
under Brig. Gen. Wadsworth at the Eastward, and served from April 26, the success of our next appearance,
you hear what happened up in the
1780, to Dec. 21, 1780, when he was discharged. On Nov. 13, 1779, he the date of which will soon appear in town of Rumford not so long ago
joined Lieut. Alexander Kelloch's company, stationed at Camden and St. your columns.
when it was played at a Democratic
The Old Peabody Pew
Georges, and served to Feb. 13, 1780.
I have been Instructed to add as rally? The band had repeated the
a postscript, the Information that chorus and in working up a cres
KILLERAN, EDWARD. He was commissioned July 2, 1778, as the
Hope church is now In an excel cendo, when it reached the part
1st lieutenant in Capt. Isaac Wiley’s 5th company, Col, Mason Wheaton's lent state of repair and that all bills where the words are: “shout 'til the
4th Lincoln countv regiment of Massachusetts, and served to the end of have been paid. One summer resi rafters ring,” the vibration shook
loose a heavy electric light fixture
the war. He was twice captured and imprisoned by the British, the first dent of the Samoset made a most which fell, striking the bell of
generous
gift
and
others
have
helped
time at Castine, and the List near the close of the war at Charlestown,
in proportion to their means, so that Joseph Potvin’s trumpet. The trum
South Carolina On Aug. 30, 1813, his son Edward, as commander, and now the only debt Is one of gratitude pet was badly damaged and Potvin’s
Henry Cobb, as lieutenant, were commissioned to engage in privateering to those who so kindly contributed knee was cut. Potvin presented a
bill for $17, of which $15 was for re
in the brig Dash of Portland. The brig had a capacity of 220 tons and to this cause.
pairs to his trumpet and $2 for medi
was owned bv Seward Porter, merchant, William Porter, mariner, both
cal treatment. The city fathers paid
FOR CEMENT USERS
of Portland, and Samuel Porter, merchant, of Freeport.
the bill.
•> ♦> 4* 4* ♦> 4* 4* 4- 4* 4» 4* 4« 4* 4» ❖ 4*

MORE ABOUT THE PEWS

SOLDIERS and SAILORS

Mr. Killeran was born in Boston, Sept. 27, 1751, and died in Cushing,
May 23, 1828. He came to Cushing while a young man, and was for sev
eral ve.ars engaged in teaching and surveying in which he was successful
and proficient. He afterwards followed the sea for some time in com
mand of vessels which were built and owned by Cushing parties in ship
yards which have not heard the sound of a hammer for nearly a century.
He was also prominent in town affairs and took an active part in the
politics of his county and State. He was moderator of the annual town
meetings for seventeen tears, besides serving in that capacity for more than
twenty-five special meetings. He served for thirty-two years as town
treasurer; four years as a member of the school-committee; one year as
town agent, and five years as constable and collector of taxes. He also
held many minor town offices. During the second war with England he
was appointed on the Committee of Safety, and on the Committee of
Correspondence in 1815. He was a member of the Convention which
framed the present constitution of Maine, and a senator from Lincoln
Count, in 1821 and 1823. He was a member of the General Court of
Massachusetts from Cushing in-1789, 1798, 1812, 1813, 1814 and 1819.
Mr. Killeran married Elizabeth Burton, a-sister of Col. Benjamin
IJurton. She was horn Sept. 18, 1752; died July 7, 1831. Eleven chil
dren were born of this marriage:
1. Ben'amin, born Aug. 25, 1775; drowned in St, Georges river at
W arren, Mav 27, 1814; married Mary Pendleton who died in Thomas
ton, June 4 1852 aged 73 years.
2. Edward, Jr., born June 29, 1777; died in Boston, Oct. 25, 1846;
buried in Portland; married Lucy Reed.
3. Nancy, born Sept. 10, 1779; died May 27, 1827; married John
Hall who was drowned July 27, 1823.
4. Rebecca born June 10, 1781; died June 18, 1804; buried in
Meeting House lot.
5. Elizabeth, horn Aug. 17, 1783; married William Malcolm, June
21, 1816. Fie died in 1874.
6. Bartholomew, born Feb. 27, 1786: died June 18, 182.3; married
Elizabeth Henderson, Nov. 15, 1814. She was born about 1794.
7. William, born Feb. 16, 1788; died Sept. 12, 1819; married Lydia
Gav who died in Boston,
8. Sally, horn Nov. 17. 1789; married James Parsons who died Sept.
23, 1819; intentions of marriage filed Nov. 22, 1818.
9.
1 homas (.., born Oct. 25, 1791 ; married first, Harriet, sister of
Marius H. 5 ouna, ami lane ( 5 oung) Davis; second, Lavinia, ninth child
of Roy ;tl Grinnell of I nion. She was born March 16, 1800; married first,
Stephen Huse, Sept. 12, 1819, who died Feb. 15, 1834.
10. Arthur 1'.. born Oct, 10, 1793; married Mary Norton, daughter
of Deacon Elijah Norton. Feb. 12, 1818, by Edward Killeran, Esq.
1 1. Eliza B., born Nov. 1, 1795.

LAMB, JOSHI A. lie enlisted as a private in Sergeant Thomas
Knight s scouting party raised by order of Brig. Gen. Wadsworth to scout
from head of St. Georges river to Belfast and Penobscot river, and served
from Sept. 10, 1780, until Nov. 10, 1780, when he was discharged. The
army roll was certified to at Falmouth.
In a "List of Settlers at St. Georges River,” supposed to have been com
piled by Capt. John North about 1760, are included names of Edward
Lamb, senior, Edward Lamb, junior, and William Lamb. The name of
Lamb does not appear in the census returns of Cushing in 1790. Richard
Lamb is mentioned as a subscribing witness in a deed from Gen. Sarquel
Waldo to Thomas White dated Dec. 14, 1736, by which he conveyed to

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Technicians Issue Two Bulletins
Which Are Result Of Their Inves
tigations

Aug. 30 occurred the 110th anni
versary of George F. Root who wrote
the stirring war songs, “Tramp,
Prof. H. Walter Leavitt and LlovdeI Tramp, Tramp, the Boys Are MarchC. Jenness of the College of Tech- i ing" and “The Battle Cry of Freenology and Dr. John W. Oowan, for- dom.” Many think that none of the
mer Biologist at the Agricultural World War songs will survive as
Experiment Station,, have recently I long as these two songs of Root’s,
published two bulletins of Interest to j In fact, some ol the best loved songs
users of cement entitled The In- j of the World War period were writfluence of Aluminum on Mortar . ten some time before the war begun.
Strength and On the Joint Influence | If you want to hear singing that will
of Iron and Aluminum In Native send the blood tingling through your
Sands on Motar Strength.
1 veins, you should listen to a group
The papers first appeared in the of Grand Army Veterans, Sons of
proceedings of the National Academy Veterans and Relief Corps members
of Sciences.
The investigations accompanied by a military band,
carried on in preparation for these render "The Battle Cry of Freedom."
bulletins lead to the conclusion that,
the presence of alumnium in na- ( Mellie Dunham and his fiddle,
tive sands affects the tensile strength i accompanied usually by his energetic
in such a manner that the larger the spouse, have been making several
amount of aluminum the greater is public appearances, one of which was
the tensile strength. Aluminum, at Old Orchard where he entertained
however, does not materially affect | 2500 people at the Palace Ball room,
the strength as far as compression is , But listen to this several have told
concerned. The presence of Iron and me since the annual outing of the
aluminum jointly and separately In- Three-Quarter Century Club at
fluence the strength of motars made | Lewiston a while back that our own
from native Maine sands.
Fernando 3. Philbrook has it all over
These bulletins may be obtained Mellie for fiddling.* *
bv addressing Paul Cloke, director
* ‘ * *
of the Maine Technology Experiment ► Since the McLaughlin concert
Station.
I many expressions of interest have
him lots 23 and 24, situated on the west side of St. Georges river in CushOn the same dav Edward Lamb, a carpenter, purchased or Gen.
,nK
’
Waldo
lots 25 and 26. Samuel Lamb, a clothier, also on said Dec 1+,
purchased lots 27 and 28 of Gen. Waldo. On Jan. 27, 1743 William |
Lamb purchased oif Waldo lots 17 and 18. Mr. Lamb sold lot 17 to
Andrew Malcolm, July 12, 1771, for forty pounds sterling. On the same
day he sold lot 18 to Haunce Robinson for the same consediration. At the
time the deed was executed, Mr. Lamb gave his residence as Falmouth,
District of Maine.
...
Daniel Lamb, a soldier in the war of 1812, was living m Lincolnville,
Maine, in 1861, at the age of 65 years. In 1790 a Richard Lamb was a
resident of Canaan plantation, now the town of Lincolnville. 1 he wife
of Capt. John McIntyre who xvas born in 1724 was a Mrs. Lamb of
Cushing. Tohn Lermond of Warren married Elizabeth Lamb of Cushing,
Julv 8, 1771. His son John married Agnes Bird of Cushing, Dec. 1, 1796.
Anne Lamb was the daughter of Richard Lamb of Comb, Ireland, who
apparently died on his way to America. His will, made on shipboard
August 12, 1736, was proved in Boston Probate Court, 1737. He left
money and goods on board the ship with him, to his son Edward, “now
in New England,” also to William, Richard, Elizabeth, Anne, Eleanor
and Rebecca Lamb, and to his daughter, Sarah Ferris, “now in Ireland.”
Elizabeth married a Howard before July 4, 1737. Anne Lamb who mar
ried Richard Fallev, senior, was the great-great-grandmother of President
Cleveland. Her daughter, Mary, horn in Cushing, Eeb. 20, 1744, mar
ried Zachariah Bush at Westfield, Mass., Nov. 29, 1764.
[To Be Continued]

There’s always some favored one with a charm that’s all her own...,
And everywhere in the modern scene you’ll see happy smokers break
ing out fresh, fragrant packs of Camels ... a natural choice too!
For the mildness of Camels is a charm that’s all its own ... a natural

mildness that’s a quality of choicest tobaccos. Don’t confuse this fresh,
fragrant mildness with the flatness or insipidness of “over-treated”

tobacco.

There’s a delightful natural fragrance to Camels, too, a

“bouquet” as distinctive as the fragrance of oriental flowers.

Here’s to the delightful things of life! Have a Camel!

Camels
“EASY TO LISTEN TO”—CAMEL PLEASURE HOUR
Wednesday evenings on N. B. C. network, WJZ and
associated stations. Consult your local radio time table.

OHM, R.J. Royoolto
Tobaeea Co., Wiotton-Solem, N. C.

